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Abstract 

Mucosal lymphoid tissues like human tonsils are colonized by bacteria and exposed to 

ingested and inhaled antigens, requiring tight regulation of immune responses. Antibody 

responses are regulated by follicular helper T cells (TFH) and Foxp3+ follicular regulatory T cells 

(TFR). Here we describe a subset of human tonsillar follicular T cells (TF) identified by expression 

of TFH cell markers and CD25 that are the main source of T cell-derived IL-10 in the follicle. 

Despite lack of FOXP3 expression, CD25+ TF cells resemble Tregs in high CTLA4 expression, low 

IL-2 production, and their ability to repress T cell proliferation. IL-10 boosts conversion of human 

tonsil TFH cells into FOXP3-expressing cells, possibly promoting peripherally- induced TFR cells 

at mucosal sites. CD25+ TF cell-derived IL-10 inhibits B cell class-switching to IgE. In children, 

serum total IgE titers were inversely correlated with the frequencies of tonsil CD25+ TF cells and 

IL-10-producing TF cells but not with total Tregs, TFR or IL-10-producing T cells. Thus, CD25+ TF 

cells emerge as a subset with unique T and B cell regulatory activities that may help prevent 

atopy. 
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1. Overview of the adaptive immune system 

The environment we live in is populated by an alarming number of harmful 

microorganisms, toxins and allergens that pose a risk to the body’s homeostasis. Such 

exposure provides a great threat to humans and many higher vertebrates, as infections and 

allergies can quickly ensue upon contact with these substances.  To overcome this threat, 

natural selection has designed an ingenious army that defends the body against infectious 

agents. This army is known as the immune system, and it comprises a highly evolved set of 

organs, tissues, cells, molecules and chemical mediators that aim to recognize, neutralize and 

clear foreign invaders. The immune system is composed of two broad arms, namely innate 

and adaptive immunity (Bonilla and Oettgen, 2010). The innate immune system provides the 

first line of defense. It is comprised of physical barriers, such as the skin and mucosal surfaces 

that protect the sterile environment of the body, as well as an array of immune cells, including 

myeloid cells, natural killer cells and innate lymphoid cells that recognize and respond to a 

broad range of microbial substances. Innate immune cells express receptors able to recognize 

generic patterns distinctive of parasites, bacteria or viruses; such as microbial DNA or RNA, 

bacterial lipopolysaccharides, peptidoglycans and lipoproteins (Chaplin, 2010). The adaptive 

immune system consists of T and B cells that specifically recognize antigens through surface 

receptors and mount a defensive antibody or cytotoxic response to eliminate the microbe 

(Bonilla and Oettgen, 2010). 

 

Antigen presenting cells (APCs) including macrophages, B cells and dendritic cells (the 

latter considered the “professional APCs”), can recognize and take up foreign proteins for 

presentation to T cells. These foreign proteins are known as antigens, which are essentially 

substances exogenous to the organism, capable of generating antibody or cell-mediated 

responses. APCs can recognize antigens, internalize them and break them down into smaller 

peptides (Rossjohn et al., 2015). After such antigen processing, APCs can then load these 

peptides onto the Major Histocompatibility Antigen complex (MHC class II) and present 

them to T lymphocytes. This process is known as antigen presentation, and serves as the first 

step by which adaptive immune responses are initiated (Heath and Carbone, 2001). Not only 
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can the adaptive immune system react and respond to millions of different antigens, but it can 

also perpetuate immune responses for decades or even the lifetime of the host through 

immunological memory. 

 

The most extraordinary characteristic of the adaptive immune system is its ability to 

generate a diverse repertoire of cells that can respond to countless numbers of antigens. Such 

diversity comes from the unique properties of antigen specific receptors expressed on the 

surface of B and T lymphocytes. These, namely T cell and B cell receptors (TCR and BCR), 

are encoded by polygenic and polymorphic gene segments that randomly recombine - via a 

process called V, (D), J recombination - to assemble a unique B or T cell receptor DNA 

sequence (Schatz and Ji, 2011). In essence, as lymphocytes develop in primary lymphoid 

organs each clone commits to an individual antigen specificity.  

 

1.1. Overview of B and T lymphocytes 

B cells comprise the humoral arm of the immune system, which is critical in providing 

effective immunity and pathogen clearance in the form of antibody production. The BCR, also 

known as antibody, can be membrane-bound – which acts to recognize and bind to native foreign 

antigens, or  secreted, which is produced once a B cell has undergone differentiation to become a 

plasmablast or in its terminally-differentiated form, a plasma cell. Antibodies bind to molecular 

structures, known as antigens, found on foreign invaders or toxins, and can either directly 

neutralize them or opsonize them so as to tag them for ingestion and destruction by phagocytes 

and other innate cells, thus preventing them from harming the host (Maity et al., 2018). 

Structurally, antibodies are composed of two large heavy chains and two small light chains that 

assemble together to form a Y-shaped immunoglobulin. These can be further broken down into 

the crystallizable fragment (Fc) region and the antibody-binding fragment (Fab) (Lu et al., 2018). 

The latter contains the variable region responsible for antigen-antibody interactions, whist the 

former is responsible for determining antibody effector functions.  
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There are many different types of heavy chains that make up the five different Fc classes, 

namely antibody isotypes. The default isotypes on naïve B cells are IgM and IgD. However, 

activated B cells can undergo a process known as class switch recombination (CSR), whereby 

antibodies are able to switch to a different isotype whilst retaining the antigen-specific variable 

region (Schroeder and Cavacini, 2010). The other three isotypes, namely IgG, IgA and IgE carry 

out important immunological functions, and the choice of the istoype to which a B cell switches 

to is governed by the cytokine milieu in which B cell activation occurs. For instance, IgA is 

important in mediating immunity at mucosal sites, whilst IgE plays a central role in protecting 

parasitic and helminth infections and is responsible for many allergic conditions by triggering a 

chain of events leading to the release of histamine and other chemical mediators by mast cells and 

basophils (Stavnezer et al., 2008).  

 

B cells can increase the affinity of the antibodies they produce during the process of affinity 

maturation that occurs in germinal centers (GCs), reviewed below. It is widely accepted that high 

affinity antibodies are crucial for effective humoral protection, as these can readily bind to their 

target antigen even at very low concentrations. High affinity antibodies are produced by memory 

B cells and long-lived plasma cells. Such long-lived plasma cells typically reside in the bone 

marrow and can live for decades or even the lifetime of an individual (Manz et al., 2005). These 

cells act as factories of high affinity antibodies and provide the host with a continuous supply of 

very powerful molecular weapons, which can effectively neutralize foreign bodies before they 

can even establish an infection. Production of long-lived high affinity antibodies is the ultimate 

goal of B cell responses. It determines the success of most immunization regimens and forms the 

basis of humoral memory. The establishment, maturation and maintenance of humoral immune 

responses are, at least in part, directed and orchestrated by specialized helper T cells (Brynjolfsson 

et al., 2018).  

 

T cells originate from bone marrow progenitors, which migrate to the thymus for maturation 

and eventual release to peripheral tissues. Unlike B cells, which recognize native antigen, T cells 

recognize antigen in the context of peptide coupled to the MHC complex (pMHC). This peptide 
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is typically derived from exogenous or endogenous foreign antigens after being broken down and 

processed by cells expressing MHC. The type of MHC that a single clone of naïve T cell 

recognizes will determine its fate, as either cytotoxic CD8+ T cells or helper CD4+ T cells. The 

former subset recognizes pMHC class I, which is ubiquitously expressed by all cells of the body 

(except for non-nucleated cells), and is usually loaded with foreign endogenous peptides. As such, 

the main role of CD8+ T cells is to kill infected, cancerous or damaged cells. CD4+ T cells 

predominantly recognize exogenous foreign antigens presented on MHC class II. Expression of 

this complex is restricted to APCs, which include monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells and 

even B cells. Interaction of the TCR with its cognate antigen, and in the presence of appropriate 

co-stimulatory signals, results in T cell activation (Murphy, 2016).  

 

The context in which T cell activation occurs is crucial, as specific cytokine environments 

induce distinct transcriptional networks that govern and direct T cell differentiation towards a 

specific cell subset. There are a growing number of well-established CD4+ T cell subsets, which 

include but are not limited to T helper 1 (TH1), T helper 2 (TH2), follicular helper T (TFH), T helper 

17 (TH17) and regulatory T cells (Tregs). These subsets orchestrate immune responses to specific 

types of threats through the release of soluble mediators and cell contact-dependent mechanisms. 

Amongst others, CD4+ T cell responses direct macrophage activation (TH1), help clear parasitic 

infections (TH2), assist immune responses at mucosal sites (TH17), help B cells (TFH) and suppress 

autoimmunity and allergy (Tregs) (Zhu et al., 2010).  

2. Tolerance  

Lymphocyte diversity is a product of the stochastic and combinatorial assembly of TCRs and 

BCRs. As such, the body is able to generate a large repertoire of cells that, individually are able 

to recognize a unique antigen specificity, but collectively respond to virtually an endless number 

of molecular structures. Nevertheless, such ability to generate diversity will inevitably produce 

receptors that recognize self-antigens, as well as innocuous foreign antigens such as foods, 

commensal bacteria and harmless inhaled substances. Activation of B cells or T cells bearing such 

specificities can eventually lead to life threatening conditions, such as autoimmune pathology and 
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severe allergic reactions. To overcome this problem, the adaptive immune system has evolved a 

series of checkpoints that preclude self-reactive lymphocytes from targeting and destroying self-

tissues or reacting against harmless substances. Together, these mechanisms comprise 

immunological tolerance.  

2.1. Historical context 

The term tolerance refers to the ability of the immune system to remain unresponsive to self 

or innocuous antigens. Ray Owen first described this phenomenon after his immunization 

experiments on dizygotic twin cows (Owen, 1945). Unlike adult cows, which generated antibody 

responses when injected with other unrelated adult red blood cells, the twin cows did not respond 

when injected with each other’s RBCs. Given that twin cows experienced placental blood 

exchange during embryonic development, Ray Owen concluded that this unresponsiveness was 

related to the twins having a mixture of each other’s hematopoietic blood cells. This observation 

was later confirmed in experiments involving tissue engraftments across allogeneic mice. 

Medawar and colleagues observed that, unlike adult mice, which rejected the allogeneic grafts by 

day 12, newborn mice tolerated the transplant (Billingham et al., 1953). These results proposed 

the notion that tolerance is an acquired ability of the body, which is learnt upon antigen exposure 

throughout development.  

 

Given that Medawar and colleagues did not set out to study the immunological consequences 

of tolerance, it was later that F.M. Burnett put these results into the context of clonal selection 

theory (Burnet, 1957). Medawar and Burnett were eventually credited for the discovery of 

acquired immunological tolerance and were awarded the Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine 

in 1960. Their theory proposed that each lymphocyte had unique antigen receptors on their 

surface. Activation would ensue if these receptors were occupied by a foreign substance, but 

would lead to clonal deletion if bound to self-antigens during development. Over the past decades, 

a large body of knowledge has been generated regarding immunological tolerance (Kyewski and 

Klein, 2006). We now know that tolerance comprises a series of checkpoint mechanisms aiming 

to reduce the chances of self-reactive lymphocytes to participate in immune responses. These 
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include, but are not limited to, central tolerance, clonal deletion, anergy and peripheral tolerance 

mechanisms. 

 

2.2. Central tolerance 

Central tolerance refers to a series of checkpoints that lymphocyte precursors undergo 

throughout development, which typically lead to clonal deletion of self-reactive cells before being 

able to be released as mature lymphocytes in the periphery. This occurs in the thymus and the 

bone marrow for T cells and B cells respectively. In essence, specialized cells in primary 

lymphoid tissues are able to present self-antigens and test for self-reactivity on maturing 

lymphocytes, whereby binding of self-proteins to self-reactive clones results in clonal deletion or 

anergy. 

 

B cell tolerance predominantly occurs in the bone marrow, whereby interaction of BCRs with 

self-antigens generally results in receptor editing. Failure to assemble an “edited” BCR that does 

not bind to self-antigen results in programed cell death (Kurosaki et al., 2010). In contrast, T cell 

tolerance is a more sophisticated process that begins when T cell precursors migrate to the thymus. 

In here, T cells begin to rearrange their TCR-encoding genes, with failure to assemble a 

productive TCR leading to the first wave of apoptosis. Those cells that successfully re-arrange a 

productive TCR undergo a sequential education processes that constitute T cell selection. This 

selection ensures that T cells: 1) T cells can recognize autologous MHC complexes, and 2) clones 

that bind to self-reactive peptides are selected against (Koch and Radtke, 2011). The former 

process is known as positive selection, and this guarantees that T cells are able to recognize either 

MHC class I or class II in order to elicit immune responses. T cells that survive positive selection 

migrate to the medulla of the thymus and interact with medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs) 

(Klein et al., 2014). The most fascinating characteristic of these cells is their ability to express 

tissue-specific peripheral antigens that are distal to the thymus, such insulin (Derbinski et al., 

2001). Expression of these genes is controlled, at least in part, by the transcription factor 

Autoimmune Regulator (AIRE) (Anderson et al., 2002). Binding of T cells to self-antigen 

represents a potential threat to the host, as immune responses against self-tissues could ensue 
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upon release of self-reactive thymocytes to the periphery. Thus, self-antigen recognition typically 

leads to negative selection and programed cell death. Additionally, a subset of CD4+ T cells that 

bind strongly to self-antigens will emerge as regulatory T cells, which are the key players in 

mediating peripheral tolerance. 

 

2.3. Peripheral tolerance 

The mechanisms outlined above provide a framework for the immune system to evaluate the 

presence of self-reactive lymphocytes and to preclude them from generating immune responses, 

so as to minimize autoimmune pathologies. Nevertheless, this primary checkpoint is not 

bulletproof; the complexity that underpins this process can lead to tolerance breaches, which is 

the basis for many autoimmune diseases and allergies. As such, the immune system has evolved 

additional checkpoints that suppress self-reactive and exaggerated immune responses in the 

periphery. 

 

Evolution has come up with a clever way to ensure T cell tolerance in the periphery, which 

is the need for co-stimulatory signals in T cell activation. T cell activation ensues after the TCR 

binds to pMHC on the surface of APCs. This interaction triggers a signaling cascade that leads to 

the activation of transcription factors important for cell survival, differentiation and proliferation 

(Smith-Garvin et al., 2009). In addition to strong TCR signaling, T cells require additional 

secondary signals to become fully activated and be able to mount effector functions. In the case 

of helper T cells this signal is delivered by binding of CD28 to CD80/CD86 (often referred to as 

B7.1/B7.2), the latter are normally expressed on APCs. Whereas CD28 in constitutively 

expressed on T cells, CD80/CD86 are only expressed when APCs encounter danger signals from 

pathogens or adjuvants in immunizations (Chen and Flies, 2013). This is crucial in preserving 

immune homeostasis, as it ensures that T cell responses are mounted only in the context of 

infection and/or immunization. As a result, T cell activation in the absence of CD28 signaling 

induces a state of unresponsiveness. This phenomenon is known as anergy, and it is characterized 

by an inability of T cell clones to mount immune responses against the target antigen (Fathman 

and Lineberry, 2007).  
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The evolutionary significance of co-stimulation in T cell activation can be illustrated by 

studies that compared the genetics of CD28 and its ligand in different classes of vertebrates. 

Vertebrates are comprised of two subphyla: jawed (Gnathostomata) and jawless (Agnatha) 

vertebrates (Hofmann et al., 2010). The consensus amongst scholars suggests that the adaptive 

immune system originated in the common ancestor that preceded early jawed-vertebrates 

(Flajnik, 2002, Sunyer, 2012) (Figure 1). This ancestor further bifurcated and gave rise to two 

distinct clades, cartilaginous fishes (i.e. sharks) and bony vertebrates. Within the later clade, the 

teleost family of fish is often referred to as the oldest living family of fish with true bones that 

contain an adaptive immune system akin to that of mammals (Cooper and Alder, 2006) (Figure 

1). Thus, comparative analyses using these organisms are commonly used to illustrate the 

evolutionary timeline of the immune system. These phylogenetic analyses have revealed that the 

CD28-B7 co-stimulatory axis can be traced back as early as teleost fish (Cooper and Alder, 2006), 

and the binding motifs of CD28 to its ligands are highly conserved from virtually all bony fish to 

tetrapods (Hansen et al., 2009). Furthermore, rudimentary T cells and TCRs have been observed 

in sharks (Hofmann et al., 2010), and a CD28 homologue was discovered upon sequencing of the 

elephant shark’s genome (Venkatesh et al., 2014). These findings suggest that the need for co-

stimulation in lymphocyte activation originated and evolved hand in hand with adaptive 

immunity, and highlight that peripheral tolerance is just as important as generating lymphocyte 

diversity.  
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Figure 1. Origins of adaptive immunity.  

Phylogenetic tree showing the evolutionary origins of the adaptive immune system. Illustration 

performed by J.M Fernandez De Canete Gomez Rubiera. 

 

Pertinent to maintaining peripheral tolerance, the immune system is equipped with a variety 

of receptors capable of inhibiting co-stimulatory pathways, thereby preventing T cell activation. 

These are commonly referred to as co-inhibitory receptors, and of these PD-1 and CTLA4 have 

been thoroughly investigated in their ability to repress T cell immunity (Chen and Flies, 2013). 

PD-1 knockout mice develop lupus-like autoimmunity (Nishimura et al., 1998), and concomitant 

interaction of TCR and PD-1 to its ligands (PD-L1 and PD-L2) leads to the induction of 

phosphatases that attenuate T cell activation signals (Riley, 2009). Similarly, CTLA4 can regulate 

antigen presentation and T cell priming, and it appears to be particularly important in providing 
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Tregs with capabilities to mediate peripheral tolerance. The biology of CTLA4 will be discussed 

in detail later in this chapter. 

 

3. Regulatory T cells 

3.1. Discovery and historical context 

The idea that CD4+ T cells are able to mediate peripheral tolerance can be traced back as early 

as 1969. This notion was first observed when female neonate mice that underwent thymectomy 

(NTx mice) experienced destruction of ovarian tissue (Nishizuka and Sakakura, 1969). Initial 

predictions attributed these lesions as a consequence of a lack of a purported thymic-derived 

ovarian growth factor. However, later investigations demonstrated that NTx mice exhibited other 

severe inflammatory conditions (Kojima and Prehn, 1981), which could be reversed when NTx 

mice were transferred with thymocytes from non-thymectomized mice (Sakaguchi et al., 1982). 

Consequently, it was concluded that thymocytes contained a cell subset responsible for preventing 

autoimmune pathology. It was not until 1995 that these suppressor T cells re-gained interest 

amongst immunologists, when Sakaguchi and colleagues proved that a particular subset of CD4+ 

T cells, characterized by high expression of CD25 (the alpha subunit of the high affinity IL-2 

receptor), could suppress induced autoimmunity in BALB/c athymic nude mice (Sakaguchi et al., 

1995).  As such, the discovery that the thymus continuously produced a subset of CD25+CD4+ T 

cells capable of suppressing immune responses to self and foreign antigens, prompted 

immunologists to refer to these cells as Tregs.  

 

Several breakthroughs followed this discovery, including the observation that Tregs could 

potently suppress polyclonal T cell proliferation in vitro (Takahashi et al., 1998, Thornton and 

Shevach, 1998). Similarly, such studies revealed that, unlike conventional CD4+ T cells, Tregs are 

unable to produce IL-2 (a cytokine required for T cell priming and proliferation) and take up IL-

2 through their high expression of CD25. This straightforward and reproducible in vitro assay, 

together with the identification of CD25 as a surface marker, allowed for the recognition and 

study of human Tregs (Shevach, 2001). It was then evident and universally accepted that the main 
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role of Tregs was to restrain fatal auto-inflammatory responses. However, given that CD25 

upregulation is also a characteristic of activated CD4+ T cells, the field was still in search for a 

unique genetic marker responsible for differentiation and function of Tregs. 

 

3.2. FOXP3  

Genetic characterization of the Scurfy mouse strain provided researchers with a critical lead 

into the discovery of a unique marker for Tregs.  This strain was revealed to harbor a 2 base-pair 

frameshift mutation in the Forkhead box transcription factor 3 (Foxp3) that resulted in a truncated 

and dysfunctional protein (Brunkow et al., 2001). Male mice hemizygous for the Foxp3sf allele 

succumbed to a CD4+ T cell-intrinsic lymphoproliferative autoimmune disorder, which was 

characterized by multi-organ lymphocyte infiltrates. Similarly, the genetic etiology of 

immunodysregulation polyendocrinopathy enteropathy X-linked syndrome (IPEX) in humans, a 

condition akin to the Scurfy phenotype, was mapped to various mutations in the human FOXP3 

homologue (Chatila et al., 2000, Bennett et al., 2001, Wildin et al., 2001). 

 

 In light of the strong connection between Foxp3 deficiencies and autoimmunity, Rudensky’s 

and Skakaguchi’s groups studied the role of Foxp3 in Tregs. Real time PCR experiments reported 

unique and selective expression of FOXP3 by Treg cells across immune cell subsets. Similarly, 

generation of Foxp3 knockout mice revealed that Foxp3 is indispensable for the generation of 

thymic CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells. Additionally, ectopic expression of Foxp3 was sufficient 

to activate suppressor functions employed by Tregs (Fontenot et al., 2003) and prevent 

inflammatory bowel disease in mice (Hori et al., 2003). Furthermore, manifestations of 

autoimmunity in Foxp3-deficient mice were shown to be Treg-intrinsic and not due to aberrant T 

effector cell proliferation. Consequently, Foxp3 became the universally accepted master regulator 

of Tregs, and its discovery provided a solid foundation on which further fascinating discoveries 

regarding T cell regulation would be built on. 

 

We now know that Foxp3 is at the core of an intricate transcriptional network that governs 

Treg identity. Foxp3 is known to control over 2000 genomic loci, which approximately 
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corresponds to 700-1400 genes that are important for Treg biology at any point in time throughout 

their lifetime (Lu et al., 2017). It appears that the predominant function of Foxp3 is to repress 

genes that are up regulated upon TCR stimulation (Marson et al., 2007). Interestingly, Foxp3 is 

known to bind only a small fraction of genes that are known to be under its control (Zheng et al., 

2007). As such, Foxp3 is capable of indirectly regulating gene expression via binding to more 

than 300 different interacting partners, which include transcription factors and chromatin-

modifying factors (Rudra et al., 2012). For instance, association of Foxp3 with the IL2 and IFNγ 

loci results in de-acetylation of H3 at these sites, which in turn triggers gene silencing. Lack of 

IL-2 and IFNγ expression in Tregs is key to maintaining their phenotype and function. 

Consequently, Foxp3 is not only important in driving or repressing expression of Treg associated 

genes, but it can also mediate important epigenetic modifications that modify the chromatin 

landscape needed to maintain Treg identity (Lu et al., 2017).  

 

Having established that Foxp3 deficiencies lead to fatal autoimmune disorders, researchers 

realized that tight control of this locus was of critical interest in order to ensure immune 

homeostasis. As such, elucidating the structure of this locus and how it controls the transcriptional 

network governing Treg development and function has been a major focus of research over the 

past decades. Comparative genomics that aligned the Foxp3 locus to other mammals have 

revealed 3 major non-coding conserved sequences (CNS). These sequences contain a promoter, 

two enhancers and an additional intronic enhancer. Following these observations, Rudensky and 

colleagues strived to characterize the function of each CNS region on Treg biology (Zheng et al., 

2010). Selective deletion of each region revealed that, whilst CNS1 is dispensable for the 

generation of thymic Tregs (tTregs), it is fundamental for the generation of peripherally-induced Tregs 

(pTregs), including those that mediate maternal-fetal tolerance in mammals (La Rocca et al., 2014). 

By contrast, deletion of CNS3 highlighted its importance in directing differentiation of tTregs. 

CNS2 contains a series of CpG islands whose de-methylated status is considered as the most 

reliable marker for fully committed Tregs (Floess et al., 2007, Wieczorek et al., 2009). A de-

methylated CNS2 is crucial for stable Foxp3 expression as it creates a chromatin structure that is 

permissible to transcription factors and other regulatory elements that drive optimal Foxp3 
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expression. Whereas deletion of CNS2 does not compromise Treg cell output, it does reduce Foxp3 

stability and expression in the progeny of proliferating Tregs (Zheng et al., 2010).   

 

These findings have been applied to human Tregs by Sakaguchi’s laboratory in an attempt to 

delineate the distinct Treg fractions observed in human peripheral blood on the basis of CD45RA 

and CD25 expression (Miyara et al., 2009) (Figure 2). Indeed, it was revealed that whilst fraction 

II and I Tregs exhibited a demethylated CNS2, this region was completely methylated in the 

remaining fractions. Not surprisingly, de-methylation of CNS2 correlated with a superior 

suppressive capacity of Tregs, along with a heightened FOXP3 expression. In summary, expression 

of Foxp3 alone is sufficient to direct and maintain the Treg 

lineage, as it appears that several non-coding elements control 

important aspects of Foxp3 stability and Treg function and 

biology. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Human peripheral blood Treg fractions.  

Functional Treg delineation according to expression of FOXP3 and CD45RA. Adapted from 

Miyara et al, 2009, immunity. 

 

 

3.3. Treg mechanisms of suppression 

Elucidating how Tregs operate in suppressing immune responses has been a major focus of 

intense research over the past decades. Multiple mechanisms of effector T cell suppression have 

been thoroughly documented, both in vitro and in vivo.  These can be broadly categorized into 

cell-to-cell contact, secretion of soluble factors, cytotoxicity and metabolic disruption 

mechanisms. To date, CTLA4, IL-10, TGF-b, granzymes, perforin, CD39, CD79, TGIT and even 
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non-coding RNAs have been demonstrated to play a role in Treg-mediated suppression (Zhao et 

al., 2017). 

 

a. CTLA4 

One of the best-characterized receptors that mediate Treg suppression is CTLA4, which is 

expressed constitutively by Tregs even at the resting state. CTLA4 is a CD28 homologue and thus 

it is able to interact and bind to co-stimulatory molecules on APCs – CD80/CD86. In essence, 

competition of CTLA4 for the latter ligands is thought to suppress T cell activation (Alegre et al., 

2001).  

 

The biological function of CTLA4 was first described by James Allison and colleagues in the 

early 90’s. His initial experiments, which revealed that this receptor acted as a T cell break, were 

carried out with the use of a CTLA4 antagonist (Krummel and Allison, 1995). Blockade of 

CTLA4 with this antibody boosted CD28-driven T cell stimulation.  Soon after, the function of 

CTLA4 in vivo was first reported by Arlene Sharpe’s and Tak Mak’s groups. The severe 

autoimmune phenotype in Ctla4-/- mice sparked enormous enthusiasm due to its potential use in 

the clinic (Tivol et al., 1995, Waterhouse et al., 1995). Whilst scientist at the time largely focused 

on utilizing this mechanism for the treatment of autoimmune diseases, Allison thought of applying 

it to treating tumors, an idea that completely revolutionized cancer immunotherapy. The rationale 

behind this was that CTLA4 blockade would prevent T cell suppression in tumor environments, 

which in turn would enhance T cell immunity against cancerous cells. In vivo studies soon 

followed, which revealed a spectacular reduction of tumors in several strains of mice treated with 

anti-CTLA4 antibodies (Leach et al., 1996). In 2010 its use in clinical trials showed remarkable 

results, including complete remission of cancer in many cohorts of melanoma patients. James 

Allison, together with Tasuku Honjo, whose discovery of PD-1 has allowed successful cancer 

treatments using PD-1 blocking antibodies (Ishida et al., 1992), were awarded the 2018 Nobel 

Prize in Physiology or Medicine “for their discovery of cancer therapy by inhibition of negative 

immune regulation” (Ledford et al., 2018).  
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Much of our understanding of CTLA4 has been aided by transgenic mouse models. CTLA4-

deficient mice develop abnormal lymphoproliferative disorders, and succumb to fatal 

autoimmunity by 2-3 weeks of age (Tivol et al., 1995, Waterhouse et al., 1995). The comparable 

phenotypes observed in CTLA4- and Foxp3-deficient mice sparked interest in whether the former 

played an important role in Treg suppression. The scurfy phenotype, as a result of Foxp3 

deficiency, appears to be cell extrinsic, as it is corrected when Rag-/- mice are transplanted with 

a mix of wildtype and scurfy bone marrow. In other words, the autoimmune pathology manifested 

by a Foxp3 deficiency is not due to uncontrolled proliferation of Foxp3-deficient cells, but rather 

it is due to a Foxp3 deficient T cell that is unable to control external T cell proliferation in its 

environment (Godfrey et al., 1991). Early attempts to find connections between CTLA4 and Tregs 

employed this same mixed bone marrow chimera strategy (Bachmann et al., 1999). The results 

were astonishing: CTLA4 deficiency could be fully compensated by the addition of wild type 

bone marrow. More strikingly, the fact that CTLA4-deficient T cells remained in an unactivated 

status in such chimeras clearly illustrated that CTLA4 could regulate bystander T cell activation 

in a cell-extrinsic manner.  

 

 

These results have been extensively replicated in the literature (Chikuma and Bluestone, 

2007, Read et al., 2006, Friedline et al., 2009, Tai et al., 2012), and more recently, advanced 

genetic engineering tools have allowed for definitive proof showing a role of CTLA4 in Tregs 

(Wing et al., 2008). In 2014, Arlene Sharpe and Shimon Sakaguchi created conditional knockout 

mouse models bearing a Treg specific deletion of CTLA4 (Wing et al., 2014, Sage et al., 2014b). 

These animals not only exhibited autoimmune phenotypes that resembled those observed in 

scurfy and CTLA4-deficient mice, but also revealed key regulatory properties of CTLA4 in 

controlling humoral immunity and germinal center responses. Furthermore, these findings have 

been complemented by human studies that interrogated the role of CTLA4 in autoimmune 

diseases. Analysis of point mutations in the CTLA4 locus has proved that CTLA4 

haploinsufficiency results in severe autoimmune disorders (Schubert et al., 2014). Although these 

conditions often resemble those described in IPEX patients, incomplete penetrance and variable 
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age of onset can be observed in some pedigrees.   Nonetheless, the information gained from a 

combination of in vivo, in vitro and human genetic studies have uncovered a well-defined role of 

CTLA4 in Treg-mediated immune regulation.  

 

CTLA4 is a CD28 homologue and thus it is able to interact and bind to co-stimulatory 

molecules on APCs – CD80/CD86. Researchers have always concurred in that the function of 

CTLA4 is to suppress T cell activation by regulating CD28 signaling. These conclusions were 

derived from the observation that crossing CTLA4-deficient animals to knockout mice for CD80 

and/or CD86 completely abrogates autoimmunity (Mandelbrot et al., 1999). The severe immune 

dysregulation syndrome observed in CTLA4 deficient mice is solely dependent on CD28. 

Nevertheless, the mechanism by which CTLA4 operates has been controversial and subjected to 

a strong dichotomy between T cell-intrinsic and extrinsic modes of action. Advocates for an 

intrinsic mechanism have observed that CTLA4 delivers a negative signal in T effector cells 

themselves (Krummel and Allison, 1995, Krummel and Allison, 1996, Walunas et al., 1996), and 

these assertions have been supported by the use of CTLA4-specific agonistic antibodies in in vitro 

studies. However, it is important to note that physiologically there is no equivalent to CTLA4-

specific agonists, as to date, there is no ligand that binds exclusively to CTLA4 and not CD28 

(Walker and Sansom, 2015). Furthermore, in spite of the vast amount of information on the 

signaling events following CTLA4 stimulation, a single unified signaling pathway for this event 

still remains elusive.  

 

In contrast to the above claims, bone marrow chimera experiments described earlier were 

irrefutable evidence for a T cell extrinsic mechanism of action of CTLA4. Many theories and 

explanations have been put forward to attempt to provide a plausible mechanism of action 

(Walker and Sansom, 2015). However, CTLA4-mediated downregulation of CD80/CD86 has 

been observed in many experimental settings and is regarded as the most plausible mechanism of 

action. Constitutive expression of CTLA4 in Tregs allows them to exploit this interaction to 

suppress immune responses, through the direct downregulation of these co-stimulatory 

molecules. Doing so decreases the magnitude of antigen presentation and thus attenuates T cell-
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driven immune responses. This phenomenon has been elegantly demonstrated to occur, at least 

in part, through transendocytosis, whereby CTLA4 is able to physically remove CD80/CD86 

ligands off the membrane of antigen presenting cells (Qureshi et al., 2011). Such observation has 

finally provided a convincing mechanism as to how Tregs are able to suppress bystander T cell 

activation in a cell-extrinsic manner.  

 

b. CD25 

Most Tregs are able to express the high affinity IL-2 receptor alpha subunit (CD25). This 

receptor is not only a phenotypic marker of Treg identification, but it also plays several important 

roles in shaping Treg biology. One of the best well characterized functions of Treg-derived CD25 

is IL-2 deprivation (Scheffold et al., 2007). Given that this cytokine is a key mediator for T cell 

proliferation and survival, rapid consumption of soluble IL-2 allows Tregs to suppress bystander T 

cell activation and thus attenuate immune responses. Interestingly, although Tregs themselves are 

unable to produce this cytokine, their dependency on IL-2 for stable Foxp3 expression is 

unquestionable (Furtado et al., 2002, Almeida et al., 2002, Fontenot et al., 2005). Many researches 

have proposed that this inability to produce IL-2 permits CD25 to remain unbound, and it is this 

unbound state of CD25 that allows Tregs to mediate IL-2 deprivation (Pandiyan et al., 2007, 

Yamaguchi et al., 2013). Additionally, Tregs are also dependent on IL-2 for survival and maturation 

signaling cues in the thymus. It is well established that maturing Tregs have a dependency for IL-

2 signaling, as ablation of STAT5 or any of the IL-2 receptors, including CD25, severely impairs 

Treg differentiation (Furtado et al., 2002, Fontenot et al., 2005, Malek et al., 2002, Yao et al., 

2007). Furthermore, IL-2 signaling works in cooperation with TGF-b to induce Tregs in the 

periphery (Chen et al., 2003).  

 

c. IL-10  

Most cells of the innate and adaptive immune system are able to produce IL-10, including 

dendritic cells, macrophages, natural killer cells, eosinophils, neutrophils, mast cells, B cells, 

CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T helper and Treg cells (Sky et al., 2013). Because IL-10 has 
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immunosuppressive effects that inhibit Th1 cytokine secretion, it was initially denominated as 

cytokine-synthesis inhibitory factor (CSIF) (Fiorentino et al., 1989, Jinquan et al., 2000, Taga et 

al., 1993). Multiple studies over the last decades have investigated the function of T cell-derived 

IL-10 in the regulation of immune responses. Treg-derived IL-10 appears to be particularly 

important in modulating immune homeostasis and maintaining tolerance, as mice with selective 

deficiency of IL-10 in Foxp3-expressing cells develop spontaneous colitis associated with the 

presence of commensal bacteria (Rubtsov et al., 2008). 

 

Not only is Treg-derived IL-10 crucial in mediating immune tolerance, but also its production 

by other non-Foxp3-expressing T cells is essential in modulating immune responses. For instance, 

a prominent Foxp3- IL-10 secreting T cell subset with potent suppressive capacity, denominated 

as type 1 regulatory T cells (Tr1), has been extensively studied (Groux et al., 1997). Tr1 cells do 

not express Foxp3 and thus do not depend on it for gaining suppressive privileges, yet can exert 

potent suppressive functions. It appears that Tr1-derived IL-10 inhibits expression of co-

stimulatory molecules in antigen-presenting cells (APCs), which in turn curtails immune 

responses by limiting T cells activation (Fujio et al., 2010). Furthermore, in vivo studies have 

demonstrated that under chronic inflammation, a subset of TH2 cells (TH2i) that expresses IL-10 

can adopt regulatory properties (Altin et al., 2012). These cells express other regulatory 

molecules, such as CTLA4 and the cytotoxic molecule Granzyme B. TH2i cells can suppress T 

cell proliferation and IL-4 production in a partially IL-10-dependent manner (Altin et al., 2012). 

Together, these experiments suggest that T cell-derived IL-10 plays a critical immunosuppressive 

role in different immunological contexts. 

 

3.4. Treg ontogeny 

Tregs can emerge from two distinct sources of Foxp3+ T cells. T cell clones that bind to self-

peptides in the thymus can express Foxp3 and exit the thymus as fully committed Tregs. These are 

commonly referred to as tTregs. In contrast, Tregs can also originate from conventional T cells (Tconv) 
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cells in the periphery as a response to specific environmental cues, such as chronic antigen 

exposure (Apostolou and von Boehmer, 2004, Kretschmer et al., 2005), administration of oral 

antigens (Curotto de Lafaille et al., 2008) or in the presence of helminth infection (Finney et al., 

2007, Curotto de Lafaille et al., 2008, Grainger et al., 2010). These Tregs require specific cytokine 

stimulation, which can vary between mice and humans, and are known as peripherally-induced 

Tregs (pTregs) in the literature. 

 

Researches have strived to elucidate the relative contributions of these two types of Tregs to 

the Treg compartment, and whether they exert different biological functions. A popular hypothesis 

is that they utilize separate TCR specificities, with tTregs and pTregs recognizing self and innocuous 

specificities respectively. Indeed, elegant experiments demonstrated that commensal bacterial 

antigens in the colon instruct pTreg conversion from Tconv precursors. Generation of transgenic 

mouse models bearing those commensal bacterial specific TCRs revealed that these specificities 

did not facilitate thymic Treg development. These observations concluded that pTregs preferentially 

develop in response to environmental antigens, thus allowing them to control colon homeostasis 

(Lathrop et al., 2011).  

 

Contrary to this notion, several studies have suggested that pTregs and tTregs do not differ in 

antigen specificity, as comparison of TCR sequences revealed minimal differences between these 

two subsets (Hsieh et al., 2006, Pacholczyk et al., 2006) and even when compared to effector T 

cells (Wong et al., 2007). Similarly, transcriptional signatures were highly comparable between 

Tregs obtained from the thymus and those from peripheral tissues (Feuerer et al., 2010, Haribhai 

et al., 2009). Furthermore, analysis of TCR repertoires via single cell sequencing revealed that 

Treg-mediated tolerance in the colon is predominantly facilitated by tTregs (Cebula et al., 2013). A 

caveat to all these sequencing approaches was the use of transgenic TCR mouse models, which 

may have restricted the diversity of the TCR repertoire (Cebula et al., 2013). Indeed, it was later 

observed that a full repertoire of TCRs is necessary for Tregs to exert protective tolerance and 

maintain colon homeostasis (Nishio et al., 2015). Helios expression was proposed to identify tTregs 

(Thornton and Shevach, 1998), albeit several lines of evidence have shown Helios expression in 
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activated T cells and pTregs too (Gottschalk et al., 2012, Darce et al., 2012). As such, the fact that, 

to date, there is no specific marker that separates tTregs from pTregs may have confounded all these 

tTreg vs pTreg comparative analyses, and thus makes one take these assertions with a pinch of 

skepticism.  

 

Despite the many gaps that exist in the literature pertaining to pTreg ontogeny, the molecular 

cues leading to their conversion have been well documented in mice and humans. Tregs can 

develop from naïve T cells in vitro upon exposure to TGF-b and IL-2 (Chen et al., 2003). 

However, the functional consequences of this observation in vivo have been controversial due to 

instability of Foxp3 expression (Huehn et al., 2009) and the fact that their suppressive ability 

varies across different studies (Benoist and Mathis, 2012). However, given that pTregs differentiate 

in the periphery in response to exogenous antigens, these are commonly thought to exert 

regulatory functions against non-harmful foreign antigens, such as commensal microbial and/or 

food or innocuous antigens. To this end, Rudensky and colleagues reported that pTreg-deficient 

mice, via disruption of the CNS1 element in the Foxp3 locus, exhibited inflammatory lesions at 

mucosal sites - especially those associated with continuous exposure of environmental antigens 

(Josefowicz et al., 2012b). Similarly, experiments conducted with elegant mouse models, that 

were either raised germ-free and had no commensal microbiota, or fed a chemical diet devoid of 

nutrient-derived macromolecules and food antigens, revealed further diversity within the pTreg 

compartment in the gut (Kim et al., 2016).  pTregs induced by dietary antigens were short-lived 

and disappeared as soon as the food antigen supply ceased. Additionally, exposure of food 

antigens in chemically fed mice resulted in aggressive immune responses that were partly due to 

an absence of dietary antigen-induced pTregs. Moreover, these pTregs appeared to be different to 

those induced by microbiota in terms of RORγT expression: microbiota-induced pTregs appear to 

express high levels of RORγT, whereas Tregs induced by food antigens do not. Together, these 

findings reinforced the notion that pTregs appear to be particularly important in controlling 

mucosal inflammatory conditions and maintaining tolerance to innocuous, commensal and food 

antigens.  
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3.5. Treg plasticity and diversity 

Preserving Treg cell identity is crucial to maintain immune homeostasis, as loss of Tregs leads 

to serious autoimmune pathology. However, whether Tregs are functionally or phenotypically 

stable remains a matter of controversy amongst researchers (Sakaguchi et al., 2013). There is a 

wealth of data that suggests that Tregs can permanently shut down Foxp3 expression and adopt T 

cell effector phenotypes and functions (Zhou et al., 2009). Transfer of GFP-labeled Tregs into T 

cell deficient recipients revealed that 30-60% of these Tregs had lost Foxp3 expression by 4 weeks 

post-transfer (Komatsu et al., 2009, Duarte et al., 2009). Furthermore, these cells not only secreted 

the effector cytokines IFNy, IL-4 and IL-17 - characteristic of TH1, TH2 and TH17 cells 

respectively, but were also pathogenic in triggering inflammatory lesions in the lungs (Duarte et 

al., 2009). Additionally, elegant experiments performed by the Fagarassan group demonstrated 

that in the Payer’s patches Tregs can lose Foxp3 expression and become TFH cells that provide B 

cell help for IgA secretion (Tsuji et al., 2009). Furthermore, fate mapping analysis of Foxp3 

expression in a dual reporter system bearing a FoxP3cre : Rosa26 lox.STOP.lox-YFP/+ transgene revealed 

that 20% of effector T cells had, at some point during their life time, expressed Foxp3. Expression 

of Foxp3 in this model leads to an irreversible DNA rearrangement that can be measured by YFP 

activity, and thus one can interrogate whether Foxp3 has been active at any time in practically 

any cell type (Zhou et al., 2008). Taken together, these observations have questioned the stability 

of Foxp3 expression and suggest that Tregs are able to convert to effector T cells. 

 

Notwithstanding, the above experiments have been subjected to criticism amongst several 

scholars. First, the transfer experiments using GFP-labeled Tregs outlined above were preformed 

using lymphopenic recipient mice, and such environment may artificially force expansion of 

small numbers of contaminating effector T cells present in cell sorting preparations (Benoist and 

Mathis, 2012).  Indeed, loss of Foxp3 expression was not reported when GFP-labeled Tregs were 

transferred into recipients with intact immune systems (Rubtsov et al., 2010). Similarly, 

continuous expression of the tracer transgene in the above fate mapping strategy would also tag 

effector T cells with transient Foxp3 expression. Indeed, pulse labeling of Foxp3 expression via 

tamoxifen-driven FoxP3Cre-ERT2 in adult mice failed to detect effector T cells that had lost Foxp3 
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expression. To reconcile these discrepancies it has been proposed that these ex-Tregs represent a 

small fraction of uncommitted Tregs, and has been supported by the unstable methylation status of 

the CNS2 region in these cells (Miyao et al., 2012).  

 

Despite the above controversy, most researches agree that Tregs possess the ability to adapt to 

their environment and tailor their suppressive functions towards specific immune responses. 

There is a wealth of data indicating that Tregs are able to direct repression against specific CD4+ T 

cell responses. In doing so Tregs are able to reprogram their transcriptional network, via expression 

of the same key transcription factors as the targeted effector CD4+ T cells. For instance, Tbet+ 

Tregs repress TH1-driven immune responses (Koch et al., 2009), whilst IRF4+ Tregs appear to be 

important in modulating TH2 responses (Zheng et al., 2009). Similarly, BCL6-expressing Tregs, or 

TFR cells, have been shown to repress antibody responses, whereas Stat3 expression confers Tregs 

the ability to dampen TH17 cells (Chaudhry et al., 2009). Furthermore, TH subset-specific 

reprogramming of Tregs appears to be dynamic, as several studies have documented inter-

conversion of Tbet+ Tregs into Gata3+ Tregs and vice versa (Yu et al., 2015). 

 

It is also worth mentioning that Tregs do not constitute a cell subset whose sole purpose is to 

repress immune responses. Indeed, there are few instances where Tregs have been observed to 

promote certain effector functions so as to refine the efficacy of the immune response. Ablation 

of Tregs in an acute model of herpes infection revealed a decrease in interferon production that 

failed to restrain an uncontrolled inflammation (Lund et al., 2008). Similarly, A. Ballesteros-Tato 

and B. Leon reported that Foxp3+ Tregs augmented the quality of influenza-specific antibody titers 

(Leon et al., 2014). Additionally, selective deficiencies in TFR cells via mixed bone marrow 

chimeras revealed a decrease in the output of antigen specific antibodies (Wollenberg et al., 

2011a, Chung et al., 2011). Furthermore, Treg depletion led to a decreased ability of macrophages 

to carry out apoptotic cell clearance, which led to uncontrolled inflammation (Proto et al., 2018). 

Such observation occurred as a failure of Tregs to promote macrophage-derived IL-10 secretion 

that would normally activate macrophage cell engulfment. Collectively, these findings highlight 
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that Tregs are not only mediators of immune tolerance, but can also facilitate proper immune 

homeostasis and exert functions that extend far beyond immune repression. 

 
 

4. Germinal center responses 

4.1. Overview 

The first description of germinal centers (GCs) was documented by Fleming. After observing 

that a large proportion of lymphocytes were undergoing mitosis in the follicles of secondary 

lymphoid organs, he predicted these to be sites of lymphocyte generation (Nieuwenhuis and 

Opstelten, 1984). This observation sparked fervent interest in the field, which disproved 

Fleming’s predictions and demonstrated that GCs were linked with T-dependent antibody 

responses (Allen et al., 2007). Today, we know that GCs are specialized microenvironments 

responsible for production of high-affinity antibodies, memory B cells and long-lived plasma 

cells. These are transient microanatomic structures that form within B cell follicles when activated 

B cells interact with cognate T cells at the T:B border of secondary lymphoid organs. At this 

stage, B cells can adopt one of two possible fates: terminal differentiation into short-lived plasma 

cells that secrete low affinity antibody, or 2) migration into the B cell follicle in order to establish 

the GC reaction and increase their affinity for the immunizing antigen (Victora and Nussenzweig, 

2012). 

 

GCs can be further divided into two functionally distinct sections, namely the dark zone (DZ) 

and light zone (LZ). In the DZ, GC B cells undergo rapid and intense clonal expansion and 

somatic hypermutation (SHM), that allows acquisition of random mutations in their antibody 

coding genes. This is possible due to expression of the enzyme activation-induced deaminase 

(AID), which deaminates cytidine residues and introduces point mutations in the variable region 

of the VDJ locus.  Doing so allows for some B cells to improve affinity for antigen, which, upon 

cell cycle exit, migrate to the LZ. This compartment contains abundant follicular dendritic cells 

(FDCs) that present native antigen complexed to antibodies bound to FDCs’ Fc receptors (Victora 

and Nussenzweig, 2012).  
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4.2. TFH cells 

Competitive fitness of B cell clones is the driving force of affinity maturation in the GC, akin 

to a Darwinian mode of natural selection. High affinity GC B cells are more likely to collect the 

highest amount of antigen, and thus are capable of presenting maximal concentration of peptide-

MHC complexes to helper T cells. Subsequent interaction with a limiting number of B-helper T 

follicular (TFH) cells results in affinity-based selection. TFH cells not only express CXCR5, which 

allows migration to the follicle, but also contain preformed CD40L ligand, which quickly 

translocates to the cell membrane and provides cognate B cell help (Vinuesa et al., 2016). 

Limiting TFH cells is crucial to promote competition amongst B cell clones, which ensures that 

only high affinity B cells preferentially survive and dominate the GC reaction. TFH:B cell 

interactions are thought to result in one of three possible outcomes: 1) Terminal differentiation of 

high affinity GCB cells into long-lived plasma cells and/or memory B cells, 2) cyclic re-entry 

into the DZ for further rounds of division, mutation and BCR diversification, 3) apoptosis of low 

affinity or self-reactive clones (Vinuesa et al., 2016). However, how and if the same follicular T 

cell subset controls cell cycle entry, vs exit as well as terminal differentiation is still unclear for 

scientists working in the field. 

 

Even though it was widely accepted that CXCR5+ T cells were preferentially recruited to 

GCs, the hypothesis that these cells constituted a distinct T cell subset remained somewhat 

controversial for several years. Gene expression profiles of CXCR5-expressing T cells, both from 

mice and humans, were then generated in order to interrogate whether such cells constituted a 

unique T cell subset. TFH cells turned out to be different to other T helper lineages in terms of 

transcription factors and cytokine expression (Chtanova et al., 2004). Not only did TFH cells not 

express GATA3 or Tbet, but were also found to selectively express genes such as BCL6, IL21, 

ICOS and ASCL2 (Kim et al., 2004). Additionally, PD-1 together with CXCR5 were found to 

reliably identify TFH cells (Haynes et al., 2007), and has now become the gold standard strategy 

to identify TFH cells in mice and humans. It was not until 2009, in which three independent groups 

demonstrated that the transcription factor Bcl6 orchestrated commitment to TFH phenotype, that 
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TFH cells were recognized as a unique T cell subset (Nurieva et al., 2009, Johnston et al., 2009, 

Yu et al., 2009). 

 

4.3. TFR cells 

Even though SHM is crucial to diversify and improve affinity for antigen, its stochastic nature 

makes the generation of self-reactive clones a likely consequence of the GC reaction. Regulation 

of mutated B cell clones within the GC is therefore crucial, particularly given the potential for 

formation of self-reactive long-lived plasma cells that could lead to serious autoimmune disease. 

As discussed previously, Foxp3 deficiencies lead to severe immune dysregulation, including auto-

antibody-mediated autoimmunity. The connection between Treg deficiencies and antibody 

dysregulation inspired researchers to uncover a novel Treg cell subset that could participate in the 

GC reaction. In 2011, three independent groups discovered a Bcl6+ follicular T cell population 

that co-expressed Foxp3, which they named follicular regulatory T (TFR) cells upon observing 

that they could limit TFH cell and GC B cell responses (Linterman et al., 2011, Wollenberg et al., 

2011a, Chung et al., 2011). Even though the full significance of this repression is yet to be 

elucidated, our understanding of TFR cell biology has grown exponentially over the past years. 

 

Much like TFH cells, TFR cells emerge during the response to immunization and appear to 

require very similar differentiation cues as TFH cells, not only in their requirement of Bcl6 

expression, but also in their dependence on priming by DCs and SAP-mediated B cell interactions 

(Linterman et al., 2011, Wollenberg et al., 2011a, Chung et al., 2011). Additionally, antigen 

presentation is key in driving TFR cell generation, as depletion of DCs significantly reduced TFR 

cell numbers (Sage et al., 2014a). Phenotypically, TFR cells resemble both TFH cells and Tregs, and 

express markers commonly used for TFH cell identification, such as ICOS, CXCR5, PD-1 and 

BCL6. CXCR5 grants TFR cells unrestricted access to the GC, and unlike TFH cells, its expression 

appears to be driven by the transcription factor NFAT2 (Vaeth et al., 2014). Bcl6 drives the 

transcriptional network that orchestrates follicular T cell differentiation, as we and others have 

observed that ablation of Bcl6 in Foxp3 expressing cells completely abrogates TFR cells (Wu et 

al., 2016, Botta et al., 2017, Fu et al., 2018). Furthermore, PD-1 expression serves as checkpoint 
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that restraints excessive TFR activity, as PD-1 or PD-L1 deficient mice exhibited increase 

frequencies of TFR cells (Sage et al., 2013).  

 

Despite the high degree of similarity between TFH and TFR cells, mouse TFR cells also share 

characteristics with thymic-derived regulatory T cells (tTregs) (Linterman et al., 2011, Wollenberg 

et al., 2011a, Aloulou et al., 2016, Chung et al., 2011). In addition to Foxp3, mouse TFR cells also 

express high levels of GITR, BLIMP1, CTLA4, as well as moderate CD25 and IL-10 mRNA. 

Dual expression of Blimp1 and Bcl6 is a characteristic, yet puzzling, property of TFR cells, and it 

still remains unclear how two transcription factors that antagonize each other can co-exist in the 

same cell. Ballesteros-Tato and colleagues have proposed that Blimp1 signaling is important in 

reducing CD25 expression in TFR cells, together with a concomitant decrease in IL-2 signaling 

(Botta et al., 2017). This, in turn, allows TFR cells to participate in the GC reaction, as it has been 

previously demonstrated that IL-2 signaling dampens follicular T cell differentiation (Ballesteros-

Tato et al., 2012). Furthermore, it has been suggested that CD25+ and CD25- TFR cells are two 

functionally and transcriptionally distinct subsets, with the latter representing the true TFR cell 

population (Wing et al., 2017b). The authors proposed that the same phenomenon occurs in 

human tonsils, but the lack of functional data renders this assertion nothing more than a testable 

hypothesis. Additionally, the co-inhibitory receptor CTLA4 is critical for repressing excessive 

TFR cell activity (Wing et al., 2014). Conditional deletion of CTLA4 in Tregs revealed a stark 

increase in TFR cell numbers, together with abnormally high IgE titers. However, seeing that these 

mouse models exhibited a concomitant expansion of TFH and GCB cells, whether CTLA4 directly 

represses TFR cells or whether they expand in an attempt to restraint exacerbated GC responses is 

still unknown.  

 

Functionally, TFR cells have been shown to limit the magnitude of germinal center reactions 

(Linterman et al., 2011, Wollenberg et al., 2011a, Chung et al., 2011, Aloulou et al., 2016, Sage 

et al., 2014b, Wing et al., 2014), as well as reduce antigen-specific antibody responses, although 

the reported magnitude of this effect has varied in different studies (Linterman et al., 2011, 

Wollenberg et al., 2011a, Chung et al., 2011, Sage et al., 2014b, Wing et al., 2014, Sage et al., 
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2014a, Sage et al., 2016, Maceiras et al., 2017, Botta et al., 2017). TFR cells were initially thought 

to emerge exclusively from the thymus as Foxp3+ precursor cells, and as such were predicted to 

predominantly regulate immune responses against self-antigens. Indeed, selective ablation of TFR 

cells in FoxP3cre:BCL6flox/flox revealed autoantibody-mediated pathology, including the presence 

of anti-nuclear antibodies (ANAs) (Wu et al., 2016, Botta et al., 2017, Fu et al., 2018), and 

seropositivity against salivary glands (Fu et al., 2018). Nevertheless, it has been recently 

demonstrated that TFR cells can also be induced outside the thymus from naive T cells (Aloulou 

et al., 2016) in response to foreign antigens. These “induced” TFR cells have been shown to enter 

follicles and exert similar repressive effects as thymic-derived TFR cells (Aloulou et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, TFR cells have been shown to exert a durable repressive effect on GC B cells, which 

not only include transcriptional changes but also extend to metabolic disruptions and epigenetic 

modifications (Sage et al., 2016). These effects however, can be rescued at least in part by IL-21, 

suggesting a role for TFR cells in mediating IL-21 suppression.  

5. Regulation of Immunoglobulin of class E  

5.1. Historical context 

Allergy is a growing epidemiological problem. Despite being classified as the epidemic of 

the 21st century, occurrences of this condition can be traced as early as the beginnings of written 

history, where King Menses of Egypt presumably succumbed to an aggressive anaphylactic shock 

after being stung by a wasp (Platts-Mills et al., 2016). Scholars later proved this account to be 

nothing more than an urban myth, and the first scientific description of anaphylaxis was only 

documented last century in 1901. Coined by the zoologist Charles Richet, in collaboration with 

Paul Portier, the term refers to a phenomenon that “opposes phylaxis” or protection (Portier P., 

1902). Their observations were derived from experiments that evaluated the administration of a 

jellyfish toxin into dogs. To their surprise, Richet and his team observed that the dogs that had 

survived the first injection rapidly succumbed to a violent death upon re-injection of the toxin 

(May, 1985). A few years later in 1903, Clemens Von Priquet, a French pediatric resident, 

published a revolutionary idea, which he termed Allergy (Allos-other, ergy-work) in an attempt 

to explain the unusual clinical symptoms manifested in his patients (Von Pirquet C, 1903). 
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Contrary to the paradigm at the time, which believed that the immune system was purely 

protective, von Priquet proposed that the immune system could actually cause harm to the host 

when repeatedly exposed to the same foreign substance (Igea, 2013). It was not until the 1950s, 

when two independent groups discovered immunoglobulin of class E, together with its ability to 

mediate fast and aggressive inflammatory responses, that the field began to gain a deeper 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms that underpin allergic diseases (Platts-Mills et al., 

2016). 

 

5.2. Overview of IgE as the driver of allergy 

We now know that allergic reactions are fast inflammatory immune responses against 

innocuous antigens. The hallmark of allergic responses is sudden hypersensitivity upon antigen 

re-exposure. These reactions are elicited by antigen specific IgE, and usually manifest themselves 

at the sites of antigen contact (Xiong et al., 2012a). Allergic reactions owe their rapid nature to 

the unique properties of IgE responses. Crosslinking of IgE bound to FcεRI on mast cells and 

basophils leads to the release of inflammatory and vasoactive mediators (Galli et al., 2008). 

Allergic pathology is often located at epithelial and mucosal sites, and consists of type 2 immune 

responses, in which signature cytokines IL-4 and IL-13 are derived from innate lymphoid-like 2 

(ILC2) cells, basophils, or helper CD4+ T (TH) cells (Licona-Limon et al., 2013, Hammad and 

Lambrecht, 2015, Voehringer et al., 2006). These signature cytokines are known drivers of B cells 

to undergo class switch recombination (CSR) to IgE.  

 

There is evidence that IgE-producing plasma cells can arise both during the extrafollicular 

antibody response, and upon interaction with T cells within the epithelial lesions or in secondary 

lymphoid tissues, as a result of sequential CSR in IgG memory B cells that arose in GCs (He et 

al., 2013b, Xiong et al., 2012b, Erazo et al., 2007). Although rare, IgE+ B cells can also be found 

in GCs (He et al., 2013b) and several lines of evidence have suggested that TFH cells contribute 

to IgE production (Reinhardt et al., 2009, King and Mohrs, 2009, Glatman Zaretsky et al., 2009) 

(Coquet et al., 2015, Ballesteros-Tato et al., 2016a). This is not surprising given that TFH cells are 

specialized B cell helpers required to elicit both extrafollicular and GC antibody responses. Bcl6-
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dependent TFH cells interact with B cells first at the time of B cell priming by antigen at the T:B 

border (Lee et al., 2011), and then after repeated cycles of division and mutation within germinal 

centers. Recently, a dependency of TFH cells has been confirmed for mouse IgE responses induced 

by airborne-antigens (Kobayashi et al., 2016, Ballesteros-Tato et al., 2016b). 

 

5.3. Control of IgE responses 

The scarcity of IgE in normal serum (normally present at 100 ng/ml, several orders of 

magnitude lower than IgG found at 2-10 mg/ml) suggests that tight regulatory mechanisms limit 

B cells to switch to this isotype or overall limit the survival of IgE+ B cells. Indeed, a number of 

B cell-intrinsic mechanisms have been shown to limit IgE production from GCs, including BCL6-

mediated repression of transcription from the germline epsilon promoter (Harris et al., 1999), 

reduced survival of IgE+ GC B cell due to lowered B cell receptor (BCR) expression (He et al., 

2013b), and unique characteristics of the IgE heavy chain (Yang et al., 2012) that alters signaling 

downstream of CD19 and BLNK (Haniuda et al., 2016), or preferential Fas-mediated apoptosis 

(Butt et al., 2015). B cell-extrinsic mechanisms regulating IgE production have also been 

suggested. Amongst these, Allen and colleagues proposed that IgE+ B cells have increased 

dependency on TFH cell help for their survival (Yang and Robinson, 2016).   

 

Amongst other B cell extrinsic mechanisms that curtail IgE responses, mouse models of 

allergy have revealed a role for IL-10 in mediating tolerance to allergens. For instance, systemic 

administration of OVA in alum often results in an allergic reaction known as airway hyper 

sensitivity (AHR) driven by pathogenic TH2 cells. However, exposure to OVA intranasally prior 

to systemic immunization ameliorates AHR severity, and this protection is associated with the 

induction of OVA-specific IL-10-secreting T cells (Akbari et al., 2001). Additionally, IL-10 

blockade during the protective antigen exposure period failed to protect animals from AHR, and 

resulted in an increase of OVA-specific IgE titers (Vissers et al., 2004). Not surprisingly, clinical 

studies that successfully procured allergen-specific immunotherapy reported an increase in IL-10 

secreting CD4+ T cells (Francis et al., 2003, Jutel et al., 2003). Furthermore, human in vitro studies 
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have revealed that IL-10 represses IgE production and switching to IgE (Jeannin et al., 1998). 

Similarly, defects in IL-10 signaling and/or production have been recognized in patients with 

hyper IgE syndrome, which is characterized by an aberrant increase of circulating IgE (Saito et 

al., 2011) (Avery et al., 2008). Altogether, there is plenty of evidence suggesting a direct role of 

IL-10 in the control of IgE and IgE-related pathology.  

 

The notion that natural IgE titers are elevated in Treg deficient mice suggested a role for Tregs 

in controlling IgE. Indeed, this hypothesis has been demonstrated by numerous independent 

studies and by using a variety of mouse models (Palomares, 2013, Calzada and Baos, 2018, 

Satitsuksanoa et al., 2018) and in humans (Bacher et al., 2016). Nonetheless, whether TFR cells 

control IgE responses still remains to be tested. Follicular regulatory T (TFR) cells are tentative 

candidates for repression of high affinity IgE responses, given their FOXP3 expression, abundant 

IL-10 mRNA expression and location close to antigen-primed B cells, GC B cells and memory B 

cells (Linterman et al., 2011, Wollenberg et al., 2011b, Chung et al., 2011, Aloulou et al., 2016). 

 

6. Preliminary findings, aims and hypotheses 

The bulk of TFR cell research has been conducted in mouse models, with very little 

contribution of functional human studies. To date, although regulatory CD25+ T cells and 

follicular FOXP3+ T cells have been reported in humans (Chung et al., 2011, Lim et al., 2004, 

Carreras et al., 2006) and circulating follicular FOXP3+ regulatory populations have been 

described (Wing et al., 2017b, Fonseca et al., 2017) the human equivalent of mouse TFR cells in 

human tonsil, the most accessible human secondary lymphoid tissue, remains uncharacterized. 

Only two reports have studied FOXP3-expressing cells in human tonsils (Wing et al., 2017a) and 

peripheral lymph nodes (Sayin et al., 2018), albeit their observations remained descriptive due to 

the difficulty of sorting purified FOXP3+ cells. Furthermore, CD25+ follicular T cells have been 

described in human tonsils, and based on their lack of FOXP3 expression these cells are still 

presumed not to carry out regulatory roles despite lacking functional data (Li and Pauza, 2015). 
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Additionally, studies attempting to characterize human TFR cells may have over-estimated the 

ability of FOXP3 to identify human Tregs, as unlike in mice, FOXP3 can either 1) be present in 

activated effector cells (Wang et al., 2007), or 2) be completely absent in some crucial Treg 

populations such as Tr1 cells (Battaglia et al., 2006). 

 

Back in 2012, Dr. Rebecca Sweet (a past member of the Vinuesa group) was able to identify 

a putatively related human TFR cell population, by using flow cytometry markers associated with 

human Tregs (CD25hi CD127lo) (Liu et al., 2006), in combination with markers characteristic of 

murine TFR cells (PD-1hi CXCR5hi GITRhi CTLA4hi). Unlike murine TFR cells, these CD25+ 

CD127lo PD-1hi CXCR5hi cells did not express FOXP3, but expressed the Treg associated marker 

glucocorticoid-induced tumor necrosis factor receptor-related protein (GITR). Interestingly, data 

obtained by Dr R. Sweet suggest that these putative human TFR cells are the practically the only 

T cell-derived source of IL-10 in the GC, with TFH cells just expressing background levels of this 

cytokine. Interestingly, STAT3 is distinctly phosphorylated downstream of IL-10 in GC B cells, 

but only subtly phosphorylated in TFH cells (Rebecca Sweet, unpublished), suggesting that IL-10 

is likely to signal directly to GC B cells. These preliminary findings first suggested a likely 

regulatory T cell subset characterized by expression of IL-10 in human GCs.  

 

Following up form this work, one of the aims of this thesis is to characterize the function and 

phenotype of such putative regulatory T cell population in human tonsils. First, by use of a series 

of functional in vitro tools, flow cytometric analyses, comparative transcriptomics and bisulfate 

sequencing techniques we aim to determine whether this T cell population possesses regulatory 

properties. We hypothesize that based on preliminary findings that demonstrate resemblance to 

bona fide Tregs, and due to lack of FOXP3 expression, this cell population is a novel Treg subset 

likely to arise in the periphery in response to the abundance of environmental antigens in tonsillar 

tissue. Second, we attempt to uncover the role of IL-10 produced by this cell subset. IL-10 is 

known to boost peripheral Treg conversion, and thus we predict that IL-10 helps mediating pTreg 

differentiation in tonsil. Additionally, given the scarcity of IgE+ cells in the GC, and that IL-10 is 
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a known repressor of IgE switching, we hypothesize that IL-10-producing follicular T cells 

repress IgE responses. 

 

The mechanisms that control of germinal center antibody output are of critical interest, 

since efficient B cell selection in GCs is key for the development of long-lasting antibody 

responses. By elucidating the role of T cell-derived IL-10 in the GC, and how it controls 

pathogenic antibody responses, we hope to contribute to uncovering the complex and fascinating 

regulation of the GC reaction. Additionally, a demonstration of key differences between murine 

and human Tregs obtained from secondary lymphoid organs will help us re-evaluate our pre-

conceived ideas of what constitutes a Treg. Furthermore, I hope this thesis will help us appreciate 

the importance of conducting human in vitro studies despite being far more challenging due to 

limited resources and technical limitations. 



 

Chapter 2: Material and Methods 
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1. Human tonsil and lymph node cells  

 

Human tonsils were obtained from children undergoing routine tonsillectomy. Tonsillar 

lymphocyte single cell suspensions were prepared by mechanical disruption of the tissue followed 

by cell separation using Ficoll Hypaque (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) gradient and frozen until 

further use, except for RNA sequencing where fresh samples were used. Human mesenteric 

lymph nodes were obtained as discarded tissue from non-malignancy gastrointestinal surgery.  

Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. For human tonsil immunohistochemistry, tissue 

samples were retrieved from the paraffin and cryopreserved archives of the Pathology Unit of San 

Raffaele Scientific Institute and utilized following IRB-approved institutional rules. All 

experiments with human samples were approved by the Australian National University's Human 

Experimentation Ethics Committee and the ACT Health Human Research Ethics Committee. 

 

2. Flow cytometry  

Tonsillar lymphocytes were stained with the following anti-human antibodies: anti-CD4 

APCCy7 (RPA-T4, BD Biosciences), anti-CD8 FITC (RPA-T8, BD Biosciences) or PE (SK1, 

BD Biosciences), anti-CD19 FITC (SJ25C1, Biolegend) or PE Cy7 (SJ25C1, BD Biosciences), 

anti-CXCR5 Alexa 488 or Alexa 647 or PerCPCy5.5 (RF8B2, BD Biosciences)or PerCP/Cy5.5 

(J252D4, Biolegend), anti-CD45 RA (HI100, Biolegend), anti-CD45RO (UCHL1, Biolegend), 

anti-CTLA4 PE (BNI3, BD Biosciences) or PE Cy7 (L3D10, Biolegend).anti-PD-1 PE (MIH4, 

eBioscience) or BV605 or BV421 (EH12.2H7, Biolegend) or (J105, eBioscience), anti-CD127 

FITC (11-1278, eBioscience) or BV421 (A019D5, Biolegend), anti-CD25 biotin (BC96, 

eBioscience or Biolegend) or PE-Cy7 (BC96, BD Biosciences or Biolegend) or APC (2A3 BD 

Biosciences), anti-CD127 FITC (A019D5, eBioscience) or BV421 (A109D5, Biolegend) or 

BV510 (HIL-7R-M21, BD Biosciences), anti-FOXP3 a647 (259D, eBioscience), anti-GITR PE 

(110416, R&D Systems), anti-CTLA4 PE-CF-594 (BNI3, BD Biosciences) or PE Cy7 (L3D10, 

Biolegend), anti-CD40L Pacific Blue or FITC (24-31, Biolegend), anti-BCL6 Alexa 647 or PE-

Cy7 (K112-91, BD Biosciences), anti-BLIMP-1 Alexa 647 (646702, R&D systems), anti-
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CXCL13 APC (53610, R&D Systems), anti-HELIOS PE (22F6, Biolegend), anti-IL-10 PE 

(JES3-19F1, Biolegend) or APC (JES3-19F1, BD Biosciences), anti-IL-10R PE (3F9, iCyt), anti-

IL-21 PE (3A3-N21, BD Biosciences), anti-IL2 a488 (MQ1-17H12), anti-CD3 APC (HIT3a, BD 

Biosciences) or Alexa 700 (UCHT1, BD Biosciences) or Pacific Blue (OKT3, Biolegend) or 

BV510 (OKT3, Biolegend), anti-CD27 FITC or APC (M-T271, BD Biosciences), anti-CD38 

FITC (HIT2, BD Biosciences) or PE (HB7, BD Biosciences), anti-LAG3 PE or FITC (#2319-L3-

050, R&D systems) anti-pSTAT3 Alexa 647 (4/P-STAT3, BD Biosciences). Intracellular staining 

was performed using the FOXP3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (eBioscience) or 

Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. LAG3 was 

stained at 37oC for 15 minutes in the dark. 

 

Mesenteric lymph nodes were stained with the following anti-human antibodies – anti-CD3 

BUV395 (UCHT1, BD Biosciences), anti-CD4 PerCP (RPA-T4, Biolegend), anti-CD8 APC-C7 

(RPA-T8, Biolegend), anti-CD19 APC-Cy7 (HIB19, Biolegend), anti-CD45RA PE-TR (MEM-

56, Invitrogen), anti-CXCR5 BV510 (RF8B2, BD Biosciences), anti-PD-1 BV421 (EH12.2H7, 

Biolegend), anti-CD127 BV650 (HIL-7R-M21, BD Biosciences), anti-CD25 PE-C7 (BC96, 

Biolegend), anti-FOXP3 PE (259D/C7, BD Biosciences), anti-CD27 BV711 (L128, BD 

Biosciences). Intracellular staining was performed using the FOXP3/Transcription Factor 

Staining Buffer Set (eBioscience) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

3. Double immunohistochemistry 

Heat-induced antigen retrieval in Tris EDTA buffer (pH 9.0) for 30 minutes at 97 ºC was 

used, followed by blocking of endogenous peroxidase with 3% H2O2 and incubation with 3% 

normal bovine serum. Primary antibodies (anti-FOXP3 (236A/E7, Abcam), anti-CD25 (4C9, 

Ventana-Roche), anti-IgD (polyclonal, Ventana-Roche) were incubated for 1 hour at room 

temperature, followed by detection with HRP conjugate-polymer (Thermo Scientific, Fremont, 

CA, USA) and developed with DAB chromogen. The second reaction was performed after a quick 

round of blocking in Tris EDTA buffer (pH 9.0), overnight incubation with the second primary 
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antibody at 4°C and developed using AP conjugate-polymer and Fast Red chromogen (Thermo 

Scientific, Fremont, CA, USA). Tissue sections were counterstained with haematoxylin.  

 

4. CpG methylation analysis by Bisulfite sequencing.  

Genomic DNA was prepared using the NucleoSpin Tissue XS kit (Macherey-Nagel). After 

Sodium Bisulfite treatment (MethylEasy Xceed, Human Genetic Signatures), modified DNA 

was amplified by PCR and subcloned into PCR2.1- TOPO Vector (Invitrogen). PCR primers used 

were TTGGGTTAAGTTTGTTGTAGGATAG and ATCTAAACCCTATTATCACAACCCC. 

The colonies (16-48 colonies/region) were directly amplified using the IllustraTM TempliPhiTM 

Amplification Kit (GE Healthcare), and sequenced.  

 

5. In vitro stimulation  

Intracellular cytokine staining was performed following 4-6 hours of PMA (50 ng/ml) and 

Ionomycin (500 ng/ml) stimulation with GolgiStop (BD Biosciences) or Brefeldin A (Biolegend) 

in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FCS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U penicillin-

streptomycin, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 100 mM Hepes, and 44 μM 2-mercaptoethanol. 

200,000 sorted naïve B cells were stimulated with 50 ng/ml recombinant human IL-10 

(Peprotech) for 30 minutes with or without 5µg/ml of anti-IL-10 blocking antibody (3F9, 

Biolegend).  

 

6. Secreted Cytokine Surface Capture  

Live CD4+ human tonsillar lymphocytes were stained with the anti-human IL-10 catch 

reagent (Miltenyi) at 9 million cells per 100 ul. After 10 minutes on ice, the cells were diluted 

1:20 in RPMI supplemented as above. Stimulation was with PMA (100 ng/ml) and Ionomycin 

(500 ng/ml). Cells were incubated for 2 hours in a 37°C incubator with 5% CO2, rotating slowly 
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using a MacsMix (Miltenyi). Cells were then stained as above using the anti-human IL-10 

detection Ab (Miltenyi). 

 

7. Microarray RNA analysis 

IL-10 positive and negative TFR cells were sorted from 3 human subjects. mRNA was 

extracted, and samples were sent to the Ramaciotti Centre for Genomics (Sydney, Australia) for 

analysis with Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Gene 2.0 ST microarrays. The resulting 9 CEL files 

were imported into Partek Genomics Suite (Version 6.6) using the RMA algorithm with RMA 

background correction, quantile normalization and median polish probeset summarization. 

Differentially-expressed probesets were identified in Partek GS using a 2-factor ANOVA model 

with the factors being “SubjectID”. GEO NCBI accession number GSE79887. 

 

8. Autologous human tonsillar TFH:B cell co-cultures and IgE 

detection 

20,000 human FACS purified TFH and/or TFR cells were co-cultured with 100,000 germinal 

center B (CD4+-CD19+CD38+CD27int) cells or memory B (CD4+-CD19+CD38-CD27+) cells in the 

presence of SEB (500ng/ml) (Sigma Aldrich) for either 3, 5 or 8 days. For IgE-inducing 

conditions recombinant IL-4 and IL-13 (Peprotech) were used at 40 ng/ml. Culture supernatants 

were used to measure IgE and IgG using the Cytometric Bead Array (CBA) flex sets (#558682 

and #558679, BD Bioscience) according to manufacturer’s instructions. For proliferation assays 

cells were stained with CTV (Thermo Fisher) according to manufacturer’s instructions. IL-10R 

blockade was achieved using anti IL-10R blocking antibody (3F9, Biolegend) or isotype control 

(RTK2758, Biolegend) at 5µg/ml. For epsilon germline transcript detection, 100,000 naïve B cells 

(IgD+ CD19+ cells) were incubated with recombinant IL-4 and IL-13 together with SEB with or 

without TFH and or TFR cells for 24 hours. RNA was extracted using phenol/chlorophorm 

extraction and cDNA was synthesized. Epsilon germline transcripts were detected using 

(Forward: 5’ TGCATCCACAGGCACCAAAT and 
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Reverse: 5’ ATCACCGGCTCCGGGAAGTA-3) and normalised to RPL13 (Forward: 5’ 

CTCAAGGTGTTTGACGGCATCC, Reverse: 5’ TACTTCCAGCCAACCTCGTGAG).  

 

9. Human Treg suppression assays 

10,000 CTV labeled FACS purified responder T cells (CD4+CD3+CD25-) were co-cultured 

in the presence or absence of serially diluted follicular or non-follicular T regulatory cells starting 

with 10,000 cells. Cells were stimulated with CD3/CD28 microbeads (Miltenyi) at a 1:1 bead to 

Tresponder cell ratio. After 3 days, cells were stained with 7-AAD and subsequently analyzed. 

 

10. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and analysis. 

The different subsets of human follicular T cells were FACS purified from 3 fresh tonsils. 

mRNA was extracted and sent to the ACRF Biomolecular Resource Facility, The John Curtin 

School of Medical Research, Australian National University for Library construction using the 

TruSeq Stranded mRNA LT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina). Library samples were sequenced on a 

HiSeq2000 with a coverage of 25 million reads. The data was then sent to the Genome Discovery 

Unit (ANU Bioinformatics Consulting Unit, JCSMR, ANU) for analysis. Initial quality control 

checks with FastQC revealed that none of the 12 samples were problematic. All reads were 

aligned to the H. sapiens genome reference sequence using TopHat version 2.0.13 with default 

parameters. Read counts were then generated for each gene in each sample using featureCounts 

version 1.4.6-p1 by using annotated gene locations. Differential expression analysis was 

performed using the edgeR package version 3.10. Read counts per gene were normalized by 

trimmed mean of M-values (TMM). As edgeR uses the negative binomial distribution as its basic 

model for differential expression data, dispersion estimates were obtained using the quantile-

adjusted conditional maximum likelihood (qCML) method for single factor experiments. Then, 

the qCML-based exact test for the negative binomial distribution was performed to test for 

differentially expressed genes in our groups of samples. We used a Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted 
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p-value threshold of 0.05 to identify significantly differentially regulated genes. NCBI Sequence 

read archive accession number (SRP072739)  

11. Mathematical modelling 

The GC model LEDAX (Meyer-Hermann et al. Cell Reports 2012) was complemented by 

dynamic switching (He et al. JEM 2013), dynamic number of divisions (Meyer-Hermann J 

Immunol 2014), and a continuous influx of founder B cells (Tas et al. Science 2016). Here, only 

the model assumptions specific to IgE are discussed. As determined by experiment and 

simulation, a deficiency of IgE GC-B cells in acquisition of the LZ phenotype was assumed (He 

et al. JEM 2013): All IgE GC-B cells have a B cell receptor expression level reduced to 30% plus 

a defect in the upregulation of CXCR5, i.e. in 75% of the cases IgE GC-B cells remain sensitive 

to CXCL12 . Reduced impact of TFR cell was modelled by increasing the number of TFH from 250 

to 400, by reducing the K-value of the Hill-function describing the dynamic number of divisions 

(Meyer-Hermann J Immunol 2014) by a factor of 2/3, and by increasing the probability of 

positively selected GC-B cells to differentiate to output cells from 0.23 to 0.7. All simulations 

were repeated 100 times with random number generator seed from CPU time. The simulations 

software was programmed in C++ and data analysis was performed using R. 

12. Human Treg differentiation assays 

Treg differentiation was carried out as previously described (Hsu et al., 2015). Briefly, 20,000 

FACS-sorted CD25- TFH cells were stimulated with aCD3aCD28 beads (miltenyi) together with 

100 ng/ml of IL-2 and 5 ng/ml of TGF-β in the presence or absence of IL-10 (20 ng/ml). Cytokines 

were added on days 0 and 3, and cultures were analysed on day 7. 

 

13. Statistical Analyses 

All data were analyzed with non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test) except for for some 

human cell culture experiments, in which paired Student’s t test was used. Paired analyses were 

performed using the Wilcoxon test. All statistical analysis was performed with Prism software 
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(version 6, GraphPad Software). Statistically significant differences are indicated as ∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p 

≤ 0.01, and ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001; **** p ≤ 0.0001 and ns = not significant. 
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1. Identification of IL-10-producing follicular T cells in human tonsil 

In an effort to identify the human equivalent of mouse TFR cells, we stained cells from the 

most accessible human secondary lymphoid tissue, tonsil, for markers of follicular T cells and 

Tregs. Total Tregs were identified by expression of CD25 in the absence of CD127 (Seddiki et al., 

2006) (Figure 3a). The majority of CD25+ CD127- Tregs found within the non-follicular T effector 

gate (CXCR5int PD-1int) expressed FOXP3, and as such constitute the conventional Treg population 

(Figure 3a-b). A CD25+ CD127- subset was also identified within the follicular CXCR5hi PD-1hi 

population, which we refer to as “CD25+ TF” cells (Figure 3a). We speculated that these might 

correspond to the TFR cell population identified in mice, though we were surprised to find that the 

majority (~95%) of these tonsillar CD25+ CD127- follicular T cells lacked FOXP3 expression (p 

= <0.0001) (Figure 3b).  
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Figure 3. Identification of FOXP3-  human follicular regulatory T cells in human tonsils. 

(a) Flow cytometric plots showing gating strategy to identify the indicated populations. (b) Flow 

cytometric plots and quantification (n=8) of percentage of FOXP3+ cells and FOXP3 MFI within 

the indicated subset according to (a). Bars represent means (left graph) or medians (right graph) 

and error bars sd. Data is representative of 10 independent experiments. Each dot represents an 

individual donor (n=8). ns, not significant, (*p ≤ 0.05), (*** p ≤ 0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001) non-

parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test). 
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To investigate the localization of CD25+ and Foxp3+ cells in human tonsil, we stained human 

tonsil sections using immunohistochemistry. We could easily identify CD25+ cells lacking 

FOXP3 expression (Figure 4) within germinal centers, in the follicular mantle and in 

perifollicular areas. We also identified CD25+ FOXP3+ and CD25- FOXP3+ cells (Figure 4). 

CD25+ FOXP3- follicular T cells were also present in human mesenteric lymph nodes, albeit these 

were less frequent than those seen in the tonsil and found at comparable proportions to CD25+ 

FOXP3+ T cells (p = 0.2236) (Figure 5).  
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Figure 4. Expression of Foxp3 and CD25 in human tonsils.  

Representative double immunohistochemistry on human tonsil tissue showing localization of 

CD25+ cells (Red) and FOXP3 (brown). Tissue sections were counterstained with haematoxylin 

(blue). Original magnification x200.  Data is representative of two independent experiments. 

Results courtesy by Claudio Dondglioni. 
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Figure 5. Human CD25+ T follicular cells in human lymph nodes 

(a) Flow cytometric plots and quantification of CD25 and FOXP3 expressing cells amongst 

follicular T cells from human mesenteric lymph nodes (n=8). Data are representative of two 

independent experiments. Bars represent medians and each dot an individual LN donor. ns, not 

significant, non parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test). Results courtesy by Ismail Sayin and 

David H Canaday. 
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In view of absent FOXP3 expression in the majority of human tonsil CD25+ TF cells, we 

considered that these could be highly activated TFH cells that had upregulated CD25, as previously 

proposed (Li and Pauza, 2015) rather than regulatory cells with a function similar to conventional 

CD25+ CD127- FOXP3+ Tregs. Surprisingly, analysis of their ability to suppress T cell proliferation 

in vitro indicated that these cells were regulatory, rather than activated effectors. Unlike typical 

helper TFH cells (CD25- CD127-), human CD25+ TF cells and Tregs were equally effective in 

suppressing conventional (CD25- CD4+) T cell proliferation (Figure 6), as previously described 

for mouse TFR cells (Linterman et al., 2011, Chung et al., 2011). Together, these results 

demonstrate that human CD25+ CD127- follicular T cells are not simply activated TFH cells, but 

can behave like regulatory T cells. 
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Figure 6. Human CD25+ TF cells are Tregs in the conventional sense.  

Flow cytometric plots and quantification of proliferating CD4+CD25- responder T cells. 

Proliferation is measured as dilution of the cytoplasmic fluorescent dye (CTV) after 3 days of α-

CD3 and α-CD28 stimulation in the presence or absence of Tregs (n=10), CD25+ follicular T (n=8) 

and CD25- follicular helper T cells (n=5). Each dot represents the mean value of cultures set up 

in triplicate from a single donor. Data is representative of five independent experiments. ns, not 

significant, (**p ≤ 0.01), (*** p ≤ 0.001), non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test) (left panel) 

or 2-way ANOVA (right panel). 
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To gain insights into CD25+ TF cell ontogeny, we investigated the methylation of the CNS2 

locus of the FOXP3 promoter, as demethylation of this locus is critical for stable FOXP3 

expression characteristically seen in tTregs (Zheng et al., 2010). The CNS2 locus was over 90% 

methylated in human CD25+ TF cells (Figure 7a), suggesting a peripheral rather than thymic 

origin. Similarly, compared to Tregs, CD25+ TF cells expressed 40% less HELIOS (Figure 7b, p 

= 0.0002), a known target of FOXP3 (Fu et al., 2012) that is abundant in, although not exclusive 

of, tTregs (Thornton et al., 2010, Szurek et al., 2015). Although mouse TFR cells were originally 

thought to be exclusively of thymic origin, peripherally induced TFR cells have also been recently 

described (Aloulou et al., 2016, Fu et al., 2012). Together, these data demonstrate the existence 

of human CD25+ FOXP3- follicular regulatory T cells that appear to be enriched in tonsillar tissue. 
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Figure 7. Human CD25+ TF cells may be peripherally induced Tregs.  

(a) Bisulfite sequencing of the 11 CpG islands in the FOXP3 CNS2 locus with 12 representative 

clones per population per donor (filled circle = methylated, open circle = demethylated). Results 

courtesy by R.A. Sweet. Experiment was conducted by N.Ohkura and S.Skagaguchi.  (b) Flow 

cytometric plots and quantification showing HELIOS expression in the indicated cell subsets. 

Bars represent means (left) or medians (right) and error bars sd. Each dot represents an individual 

donor (n=8). Data is representative of three independent experiments. ns, not significant, (*** p ≤ 

0.001), non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test). 
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2. Human CD25+ follicular T cells resemble mouse TFR cells  

To investigate the extent to which human CD25+ TF cells resembled mouse TFR cells, we 

determined the transcriptional signature of CD25+ TF cells. Type 1 regulatory (Tr1) cells that co-

express lymphocyte-activation gene 3 (LAG3) have been previously described (Gagliani et al., 

2013). We noted that amongst follicular T cells, CD25+ TF cells did not overlap with LAG3+ cells. 

Thus, we sorted naïve T cells and the three major follicular T cell subsets according to CD25 and 

LAG3 expression: CD25+ LAG3- TFR cells, CD25- LAG3+ TF cells and CD25- LAG3- TFH cells 

(Figure 8a), and performed RNA sequencing. Paired analyses from 3 different donors revealed 

that CD25+ TF cells were fundamentally different from naïve, TFH, and LAG3+ TFH cells (Figure 

8b) and were remarkably similar to the phenotype described for mouse TFR cells (FOXP3+ 

follicular T cells).  

 

Human CD25+ TF cells expressed key molecules required for TFH cell development including 

BCL6, and showed the highest expression of transcripts associated with effector Tregs including 

CTLA4, GITR, PRDM1, RUNX2, CCR5, and IL10 (Figure 8c) (Fu et al., 2012). Similar to mouse 

TFR cells, human CD25+ TF cells expressed the lowest amount of the key B cell helper molecule 

CD40LG, but abundant IL21, which is low in mouse TFR cells but has also been shown to be 

expressed in TFR cells from macaques (Chowdhury et al., 2015). Flow cytometric analysis of 

protein expression confirmed the similarities between CD25+ TF cells and Tregs (Figure 8d).  

 

Similarly, amongst tonsil follicular T cells, minimal differences were observed between the 

small fraction of FOXP3+ CD25+ and the more abundant FOXP3- CD25+ T cells. The latter 

expressed more IL-10 and BCL6, whereas FOXP3+ cells expressed more HELIOS and GITR 

(both direct targets of FOXP3) (Figure 9). Together, these results suggest that human CD25+ TF 

cells have the gene expression profile that allows follicular migration and Treg function. 
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Figure 8. Human CD25+ T follicular cells’ transcriptome resemble that of murine TFR cells. 

(a) Flow cytometric plots showing the gating strategy used to sort-purify each cell subset. (b) 

Heat-map analysis of RNA-seq showing the RNAs differentially-expressed in CD25+ TF cells 

compared to the indicated T cell populations (Log2 value of counts per million) extracted from 

the tonsils of 3 individuals. (c) Selected transcripts from (b) in the indicated subsets (RNA counts 

per million). (d) Flow cytometric plots and quantification (n=8) of the indicated proteins. Data is 

representative of at least 3 independent experiments. In all graphs bars represent medians; each 

dot represents a single tonsil donor. ns, not significant, (*p ≤ 0.05), (***p ≤ 0.001) and (**** p ≤ 

0.0001) non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test). 
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Figure 9. Phenotypic comparison between CD25+FOXP3- and CD25+FOXP3+ TF cells 

(a) Flow cytometric plots and quantification (n=12) of the indicate population within tonsillar T 

follicular cells (GC-TF). Data is representative of 3 independent experiments. (b) Flow cytometric 

quantification of the indicated protein within the indicated tonsillar cell subset (n=7). Data is 

representative of 2 independent experiments. ns, not significant (*p ≤ 0.05), (**p ≤ 0.01), (***p ≤ 

0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001), non-parametric Wilcoxon test. 
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3. Human CD25+ TF cells constitute the major follicular T cell subset 

producing IL-10  

We were intrigued by the selective production of IL-10 by human Foxp3- CD25+ TF cells, 

compared to human TFH cells, which contrasts with mice in which both TFH and TFR cells express 

IL-10. Besides conventional Tregs, Tr1 cells and terminally-differentiated TH1 and TH2 effectors 

(Jankovic et al., 2007, Altin et al., 2012) are also characterized by production of IL-10 (Gagliani 

et al., 2013). We therefore investigated the relative ability of the different tonsil T cell subsets to 

produce IL-10.  

 

 

Strikingly, and consistent with the RNAseq data, staining for IL-10 revealed that FOXP3- 

CD25+ follicular T cells were the subset containing the largest fraction of IL-10-producing T cells 

in human tonsil (Figure 10a): 20-30% expressed IL-10 compared with 3-12% of conventional 

Tregs (p = <0.0001), and barely any TFH cells (p = <0.0001) (Figure 10a). Unlike IL-10-producing 

Tr1 cells, IL-10-producing follicular T cells did not express LAG3 (Figure 10b), suggesting that 

CD25+ TF cells are not Tr1 cells licensed to enter the follicle. 
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Figure 10. Human CD25+ TF cells express abundant IL-10.  

(a) Flow cytometric plots and quantification of PMA/Ionomycin-stimulated tonsillar cell 

suspensions showing IL-10 expression in the indicated subset (n=9). (b) Flow cytometric plot and 

quantification showing LAG3 and CD25 expression in total T follicular cells (n=8) (left panel), 

and IL-10 and LAG3 in CD25+ TF cells (n=5) (right panel). Data is representative of 5 independent 

experiments. In all graphs bars represent medians and each dot represents a single tonsil donor. 

ns, not significant, (*p ≤ 0.05), (*** p ≤ 0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001) non-parametric Mann-Whitney 

test (U test). 
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Having demonstrated that only a subset of CD25+ TF cells expressed IL-10, we asked whether 

IL-10+ and IL-10- TF cells were fundamentally different subsets. Transcriptional profiling using 

Affymetrix RNA microarrays of IL-10-producing vs non-producing CD25+ TF cells revealed 

highly comparable transcriptomes (Figure 11) with only a few differentially expressed transcripts 

including IL-10, CCL4L2, MAL (T-Lymphocyte Maturation-Associated Protein), MIR424  

- reported to be an activator of TGF-b signaling (Li et al., 2014), and LEF1, a transcription factor 

important for TFH differentiation (Choi et al., 2015). These data suggest that IL-10 producing and 

non-producing CD25+ TF cells are closely related, with IL-10 expression likely to occur upon 

activation.   
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Figure 11. Transcriptomic differences between human CD25+ IL-10+ and CD25+IL-10+ TF 

cells.  

Volcano plot of Affymetrix RNA microarrays comparing gene expression between IL-10-

producing and non-producing CD25+ TF cells (n=3). IL-10 staining was performed using the IL-

10 catch reagent kit (Miltenyi). Results courtesy by S.Ohms, R.A. Sweet and JA Roco. 
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In view of the high amounts of IL-21 seen in CD25+ TF cells, we asked whether the less 

abundant FOXP3+ TFR cell subset was also capable of secreting IL-21. Intracellular flow 

cytometric staining of tonsil cells confirmed abundant IL-21 expression in CD25+ TF cells, 

comparable to that of TFH cells (Figure 12a-b). Interestingly, all FOXP3+ T cells regardless of 

expression of follicular markers lacked IL-21 expression. This is consistent with reports that 

FOXP3 enforces repression of IL-21 (Gavin et al., 2007). Thus, CD25+ TF cells are distinct from 

the rarer tonsillar CD25+ FOXP3+ TFR cells and the mouse Foxp3+ TFR cells in their expression of 

IL-21.   

 

CTLA4 is one of the most important targets of FOXP3 in Tregs, and high amounts of CTLA4 

expression plus absence of IL-2 production are good markers of Treg function even in the absence 

of FOXP3 expression (Yamaguchi et al., 2013). As previously shown in our RNA-seq and flow 

cytometry experiments, CD25+ TF cells had the highest amount of CTLA4 amongst tonsil T cell 

subsets (Figure 8c-d). IL-2 production was only detected in approximately 5% of human tonsil 

CD25+ TF cells (Figure 12c, d), further suggesting this is indeed a regulatory cell subset. In 

summary, human CD25+ TF cells express abundant IL-10, CTLA4 and IL-21 but little to no IL-

2. 
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Figure 12. Human CD25+ TF cells express IL-21 but little to no IL-2.  

Flow cytometric plots and quantification showing (a) gating strategy and (b) IL-21 expression of 

PMA/Ionomycin-stimulated tonsillar cell suspensions in the indicated subset (n=4). Data is 

representative of 2 independent experiments. (c-d) Flow cytometric plots and quantification 

showing (c) gating strategy and (d) IL-2 expression of PMA/Ionomycin-stimulated tonsillar cell 

suspensions in the indicated subset (n=8). Data is representative of 2 independent experiments. 

In all graphs bars represent medians and each dot represents a single donor. ns, not significant, 

(*p ≤ 0.05), (*** p ≤ 0.001) , (**** p ≤ 0.0001) non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (U test). 
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4. Human CD25+ TF cells regulate TFH cells  

In mice, both B cells and TFH cells have been suggested to be targets of TFR cell suppression 

(Sage and Sharpe, 2016). To test whether human tonsillar CD25+ TF cells could regulate TFH cell 

function, we analyzed CTV-labeled TFH cells after three days in culture with autologous memory 

B cells and CD25+ TF cells in the presence of Staphylococcus enterotoxin B (SEB). Addition of 

CD25+ TF cells suppressed TFH cell proliferation (Figure 13a).  

 

We next looked for potential regulatory roles of CD25+ TF cell molecules required for helper 

function. We observed that CD25+ TF:TFH cell co-cultures reduced the percentage of CD40L-

expressing TFH cells (p = <0.0001) and also reduced CD40L expression per TFH cell by 50% (p = 

<0.0001) (Figure 13b), as well as IL-21 production (p = <0.0001) and BCL6 expression (p = 

0.0010) (Figure 13b). Reduction of each of these TFH cell molecules is known to limit TFH cell 

help for B cells (Vinuesa et al., 2016). Similar results were obtained in cultures in which B cells 

were not included and T cells were activated with α-CD3/α-CD28 antibodies (Figure 13c), 

suggesting that CD25+ TF cells act directly on TFH to suppress their function. These effects did 

not seem to be mediated by IL-10, as IL-10 blockade did not rescue repression of helper molecules 

(data not shown). 
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Figure 13. Human CD25+ TF cells repress TFH cells.  

(a) Flow cytometric plots and (b) quantification (n=8) of CTV-labeled-TFH cells, co-cultured with 

memory B cells and CD25+ TF cells, showing expression of the indicated proteins after 3 days. 

Each dot represents a single tonsil donor, and data were pooled together from 4 independent 

experiments. (c) Flow cytometric plots and quantification of CTV-labeled-TFH cells, co-cultured 

with or without CD25+ TF cells, showing expression of the indicated proteins after 3 days of a-

CD3 and a -CD28 stimulation. Data is representative of 2 independent experiments. Bars 

represent means of 3 technical replicates and error bars represent standard deviations. ns, not 

significant (*p ≤ 0.05), (**p ≤ 0.01), (***p ≤ 0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001), non-parametric paired 

Wilcoxon test (b) and two-tailed Students t-test (c). 
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5. Human CD25+ TF cells regulate B cells and IgE secretion 

We originally hypothesized that CD25+ TF -derived IL-10 was important in driving plasma 

cell differentiation, given that early reports described a role for human IL-10 in driving this effect 

(Arpin et al., 1995). Consistent with this notion, we first cultured memory and GC B cells with 

a-CD40, together with rIL-21 in the presence or absence of rIL-10. Plasma cell differentiation 

was measured by high expression of surface CD38 and CD27. Indeed, we could modestly induce 

plasma cell differentiation in IL-10-treated cultures, and we successfully induced plasma cell 

differentiation upon addition with IL-21 alone (Figure 14). Not surprisingly, addition of IL-10 

boosted IL-21-mediated plasma cell differentiation. While our data underwent several rounds of 

review, the finding that CD25+ TF cell-derived IL-10 promoted plasma cell differentiation ended 

up being published by the Craft group in 2017 (Laidlaw et al., 2017). As a result, we concentrated 

our efforts in investigating additional biological roles of CD25+ TF cell-derived IL-10. 
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Figure 14. IL-10 boosts plasma cell differentiation of memory and GC B cells. 

Representative flow cytometric plots and quantification of plasma cell (CD27+ CD38+) 

differentiation from memory or GC B cells cultured with α-CD40 (2ug/ml) together with rIL21 

(20 ng/ml) and or rIL-10 (20 ng/ml) for 5 days. Data is representative of 5 independent 

experiments. 
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 Next, we compared the ability of human TFH cells and CD25+ TF cells to induce B cell 

responses. Human memory B cells were co-cultured with autologous TFH cells or CD25+ TF cells 

for seven days in the presence of (SEB). Co-culture with TFH cells successfully induced cell 

division, differentiation of plasma cells (Figure 15a-b), and secretion of IgG and IgE (Figure 

15c). Co-culture with CD25+ TF cells induced plasma cell differentiation, although to a lesser 

extent (Figure 15b left panel), modest B cell proliferation (Figure 15b right panel), and resulted 

in 5.2-fold decrease in IgE secretion and 2.7-fold decrease in IgG compared to TFH co-cultures 

(Figure 15c).  Addition of TFH cells to the CD25+ TF: B cell co-cultures at equal ratios rescued 

plasma cell production, B cell proliferation, and IgG production, but not IgE production (Figure 

15b-c). Together, these data suggest that human CD25+ TF cells are able to regulate TFH cell 

function and IgE production from B cells. 
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Figure 15. Human CD25+ TF cells repress IgE secretion.  

(a) Flow cytometric plots and (b) quantification of plasma cell (CD27+ CD38+) differentiation 

(n=25) or proliferation (n=12) from memory B cells co-cultured with either TFH cells, CD25+ TF 

cells or both, in the presence of SEB (500 ng/ml) IL-4 and IL-13 (40 ng/ml) for 9 days. (c) IgG 

(n=10) or IgE (n=14) in co-culture supernatants of co-cultures as in d. Data were normalized to 

values from cultures cultured without T cells. Each dot represents a single tonsil donor, and bars 

represent medians. ns, not significant (*p ≤ 0.05), (**p ≤ 0.01), (***p ≤ 0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001), 

non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test (b bottom panels, d-g). 
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6. Human CD25+ TF cell-derived IL-10 represses epsilon germline 

transcription 

   Early reports from human in vitro studies showed that IL-10 could suppressed switching to 

IgE but not IgG (Akdis and Blaser, 2001, Jeannin et al., 1998). Since IL-10 can have additional 

effects on B cells such as promoting plasma cell differentiation (Arpin et al., 1995) we also sought 

to separate the observed action of CD25+ TF cells on plasma cell induction from possible 

repressive effects on Ig switching to IgE by looking at the earliest event that occurs in cells 

undergoing class switch recombination (CSR): production of germline transcripts (GLTs).  

 

In order to investigate direct CSR events to IgE from IgM+ B cells as opposed to sequential 

CSR, in which an initial IgM to IgG1 CSR event is followed by switching to IgE, we limited our 

culture to 25 hours. This is sufficient to induce the production of εGLTs, but is not sufficient for 

naïve B cells to undergo two cell divisions, thus preventing sequential CSR from occurring (Erazo 

et al., 2007). Naïve CD19+ IgD+ human B cells were FACS-purified and co-cultured with TFH 

cells and stimulated with IL-4, IL-13, and SEB, in the presence or absence of CD25+ TF cells. 

Although addition of CD25+ TF cells did not have a statistically-significant effect on γGLT 

induction, it consistently reduced εGLTs in TFH:B cells co-cultures (Figure 16a). Whilst there 

was high variability across individuals, paired statistics revealed a reduction in εGLT across 18 

donors (p=0.0006).  

 

IL-10 has been shown to suppress εGLTs in human B cell cultures (Jeannin et al., 1998). We 

therefore evaluated the contribution of IL-10 to CD25+ TF cell-mediated suppression of εGLTs. 

Blocking the IL-10 receptor did not have a profound effect on γGLT, but rescued εGLT 

expression in CD25+ TF: B cell co-cultures (Figure 16b) in 8 out of 10 donors. Taken together, 

these data suggest that IL-10 contributes to suppression of IgE switching by human CD25+ TF 

cells.  
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Figure 16. Human CD25+ TF cell-derived IL-10 represses IgE switching.  

(a-b) Quantification of gamma germline transcripts (γGLT) (top panel) or epsilon germline 

transcripts (εGLT) in naïve B cells incubated for 24 hours with SEB (250 ng/ml) together with 

(a) TFH cells with or without CD25+ TF cells (n=19), and (b) naïve B cells co-cultured with CD25+ 

TF cells alone in the presence or absence of an IL-10 blocking antibody (n=10). RNA values were 

calculated using the ΔΔCT method, normalized to RPL13 expression, and normalized to the 

untreated control. Bars represent medians and each dot a single tonsil donor. ns, not significant 

(*p ≤ 0.05), (***p ≤ 0.001), non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test. 
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7. In silico model predicts increased sensitivity of IgE+ GC B cells to 

diminished TFH-help  

Our data suggest that human tonsil CD25+ TF cells can suppress the earliest events in IgE 

production – expression of epsilon switch transcripts. TFH influence B cell activation at multiple 

stages, from the earliest B cell priming stages where Ig CSR is initially triggered (Jacob et al., 

1991, Toellner, 1996), to selection in germinal centers, and reactivation as memory B cells 

(Vinuesa et al., 2016). CD25+ TF cells are also likely to interact and influence B cells at all these 

stages. It has been reported that once in the germinal center, IgE+ B cells do not thrive and undergo 

apoptosis at least in part due to their lowered B cell receptor expression and lowered sensitivity 

to the light zone (LZ) chemokine CXCL13 (He et al., 2013b). Furthermore, TFH cells have recently 

been suggested to play a role in this differential selection (Yang and Robinson, 2016) and we 

have shown here that CD25+ TF cells regulate the TFH cell helper ability directly through reducing 

CD40L. To date, it is unclear where repression of switching to IgE occurs - either outside or inside 

the GC. If, however, this repression were to take place within GCs, we turned to a well-validated 

in silico model of GC selection (He et al., 2013b) and postulated that CD25+ TF cells are 

particularly potent in the repression of IgE+ GC B cell selection, in part through dampening TFH 

cell help to B cells.  

 

In order to develop and test a model of how loss of CD25+ TF cells help would impact 

selection of B cells of different isotypes in GCs, Prof. Meyer-Herman introduced differential 

availability of TFH cell help onto his previous GC mathematical model, in which they simulated 

loss of IgE+ B cells in GCs (He et al., 2013b). This simulation was based on experimental data 

showing that IgE+ GC B cells have a defect in the acquisition of the LZ phenotype and fail to 

transmigrate to the dark zone because of lack of sensitivity to CXCL13 and reduced expression 

of the B cell receptor. This would already diminish their antigen-presenting ability and place them 

at a disadvantage when in competition for T cell help, and in CXCR5 up-regulation, which would 

predominantly result in retention in the dark zone.  
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Using this model we interrogated what would happen to Ig output should CD25+ TF cells be absent 

in the GC reaction.  Given our empirical evidence that CD25+ TF cells reduce the proliferation 

and function of TFH cells, a CD25+ TF cell deficiency absence was modeled by increasing TFH cell 

numbers, B cell divisions (attributed to selected B-cells by TFH help), and probability of 

differentiation.  This in silico manipulation resulted in smaller GCs, delayed affinity maturation, 

more B cell divisions per round of selection, and a higher production of output cells. We next 

asked whether the differences in the GC characteristics were specific for the B cell isotypes. A 

significant difference in the increase of total Ig and IgE was found: while total Ig increased by a 

factor of 4.0, IgE increased by a factor of 5.0 ( 

Figure 17). While the degree of this difference depended on the details of the assumptions, an 

enhancement of the impact on IgE output was a robust feature. The model results suggest that 

facilitation of TFH-cell help to B cells favors IgE+ B cells, which are weak competitors. 
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Figure 17. In silico simulation of stronger TFH help to GC B cells results in a selective 

increase of IgE output.  

State-of-the-art GC simulations were started with an increased number of TFH cells, a stronger 

induction of division in selected B cells, and an increased probability of differentiation to output 

cells (see Methods for quantitative values). The resulting output production at day 21 after GC 

onset is shown relative to control simulations. Bars represent means and error bars sd from 100 

simulations. ns, not significant (***p ≤ 0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001), non-parametric wilcoxon test. 

Results courtesy by Michael Meyer-Hermann. 
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8. IL-10 producing CD25+ TF cells inversely correlate with circulating 

IgE in the serum 

In order to assess the clinically relevance of CD25+ TF cells, we collected blood from tonsil 

donors at the time of tonsillectomy, and thus produced a cohort of matched serum and tonsil 

samples from 50 individuals. We then investigated associations between total IgE in serum and 

the frequency of CD25+ TF cells in tonsils.  

 

Strikingly, we observed an inverse correlation between the frequency of CD25+ TF cells, 

measured as either a percentage of Tregs or of CD4+ T cells, and the amount of IgE in serum 

(Figure 18a). The more frequent CD25+ TF cells were the less abundant total IgE was present in 

the serum, suggesting that CD25+ TF cells could regulate IgE production. Although the goodness 

of fit in this model was somewhat weak (r = 0.5107) the deviation from zero in this correlation 

was highly significant, thus confirming a negative trend between the two variables. Similar results 

were obtained when we correlated the amount of total IgE and the frequency of IL-10 producing 

T follicular cells (Figure 18a). No correlations were found between total Tregs or even total IL-10 

producing CD4+ T cells and serum IgE (Figure 18b right panels) and even a weak positive 

correlation was observed between serum IgE and the frequency of FOXP3+ T follicular cells 

(Figure 18b left panels).  

 

Next, we asked whether the frequency of CD25+ TF cells differed between those donors who 

exhibited high amounts of IgE vs those with low titers. The clinical value for normal total IgE in 

children ranges from 2 to 200 IU, or 2.4 to 480 ng/ml (Martins et al., 2014). However, this 

criterion varies across clinicians, researchers, testing laboratories and even differs individually 

according to age, ethnicity and the clinical context of test subjects (Martins et al., 2014). Earlier 

reports observed that the average of total serum IgE in healthy individuals was 100 ng/ml (Gould 

H.J., 1998), which was the same average value found in our tonsil/serum cohort (Figure 18c). As 
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such, we elected 100ng/ml as a cutoff that separated tonsil donors with high vs low IgE titers, and 

thus interrogated whether the frequency of CD25+ TF cells differed in both groups.  

 

Our analysis revealed that CD25+ TF cells, as a percentage of Tregs, were significantly less 

frequent in those donors with higher IgE titres (62% and 42% median decrease respectively) 

(Figure 18d). Similarly, the frequency of IL-10 producing TF cells was more abundant in those 

donors with lower IgE titers (Figure 18d). Altogether, these results suggest an inverse correlation 

between CD25+ TF cells and serum IgE, thus reinforcing the notion of CD25+ TF cells as regulators 

of IgE production. 
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Figure 18. Tonsillar CD25+ TF cells are inversely proportional to total IgE in the serum.  

(a-b) Pearson’s correlation analyses between serum total IgE and the frequency of the indicated 

cell subset in tonsil. (c) Histogram showing the frequency distribution of serum total IgE (log10 

ng/ml) from 49 children (mean=2.07). (d) Quantification of the frequency of the indicated cell 

subset from tonsil donors with high (>100 ng/ml) or low (<100 ng/ml) total serum IgE titers. Bars 

represent median and dots individual tonsil donors (n=49). Data represents 2 independent 

experiments that were pooled together. (***p ≤ 0.001), (**** p ≤ 0.0001) ) non-parametric Mann-

Whitney test (U test) (c). 
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9. IL-10 promotes TFH cells to upregulate FOXP3 

Having seen that the strongest repressive effect mediated by CD25+ TF is directed towards TFH 

cells, and that IL-10 can potentiate human Treg differentiation (Hsu et al., 2015, Yamagiwa et al., 

2001), we asked whether IL-10 could induce TFR cell differentiation from TFH cells. To do this, 

we cultured FACS-sorted CD25- TFH cells in iTreg-inducing conditions (α-CD3/α-CD28, rTGF-β 

and rIL-2) in the presence or absence of rIL-10 for 7 days. There was a two-fold increase in both 

the frequency of CD25+FOXP3+ cells and CTLA4 expression when TFH cells were cultured with 

TGF-β and IL-2 ( 

Figure 19a-b). Addition of IL-10 to these cultures further increased the frequency of Tregs 

and CTLA4 by a median factor of 1.5.  Together, these data demonstrate that IL-10 boosts 

TFH cell differentiation into iTFR cells ( 

Figure 19a-b) in mucosal lymphoid tissues. 
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Figure 19. IL-10 induces FOXP3 expression in TFH cells.  

Flow cytometric plots (a) and quantification (b) of the proportion of CD25+FOXP3+ cells and 

intracellular CTLA4 of TFH cells cultured with or without α-CD3/α-CD28 beads (1:1), or rTGF-β 

(5 ng/ml), or rIL-2 (50 ng/ml) or rIL-10 (20 ng/ml) for 7 days. Bars represent median and dots 

individual tonsil donors (n=11). Data is representative of 3 independent experiments that were 

pooled and normalized to the TGF-β/IL-2 condition. (**: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001) non-parametric 

wilcoxon test. 
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1. Summary 

There has been enormous recent interest in a novel type of follicular T cell – T follicular 

regulatory (TFR) cells – that the Vinuesa group together with two other groups described a few 

years ago (Linterman et al., 2011, Chung et al., 2011, Wollenberg et al., 2011a). All groups found 

they originated from thymic Foxp3+ Treg cells, co-opted the TFH differentiation pathway by 

upregulating Bcl6, and repressed germinal center responses, with suppressive effects on both T 

follicular helper and germinal center B cells. These cells were discovered in mice, and although 

our knowledge of how these cells operate has grown exponentially over the last years, we still 

know very little about the human counterpart. 

 

In this thesis we have carefully studied the human T follicular populations in human 

tonsil, a prominent mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue that is exposed to pathogenic and 

commensal bacteria, as well as innocuous inhaled and oral antigens. We find an abundant type of 

follicular T cell identified by CD25 expression and absent FOXP3 expression, and thus we 

designate them CD25+ TF cells. These cells are the main IL-10 producers in the follicles. This 

differs from mice, in which both TFH and TFR cells express IL-10. Despite resembling Tregs 

functionally and phenotypically, CD25+ TF cells do not appear to be thymus-derived, since they 

lack demethylation in the CNS2 region of the FOXP3 promoter and HELIOS expression. Our 

proteomic and RNA-seq analysis reveals that CD25+ TF cells resemble mouse TFR cells in many 

aspects but also differ from them. We have uncovered several important regulatory functions of 

human CD25+ TF cells: 

a. CD25+ TF cells are as potent T cell suppressors as Tregs. 

b. CD25+ TF cells repress CD40L, BCL6 and IL-21 expression in TFH cells 

c. CD25+ TF cells regulate B cells, most prominently through inhibition of TFH 
cell-induced B cell proliferation and direct inhibition of IgE switching through 
repression of epsilon germline transcript production. This is further supported 
by observing an inverse correlation between the frequency of CD25+ TF cells 
and the amount of circulating total IgE in the serum of children.  
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d. Unlike mouse TFR cells, CD25+ TF cells do not repress but rather promote 
plasma cell differentiation, probably due to co-expression of IL-21. 

e. CD25+ TF cell-derived IL-10 specifically enhances FOXP3 expression in TFH 
cells, leading to the induction of bona fide TFR cells. 

 

This chapter will consider the fundamental implications that these findings have on our 

current understanding of tolerance and the regulation of human antibody responses to commensal 

bacteria and innocuous oral and inhaled antigens. I will also reflect on the possibility that 

dysregulation of CD25+ TF cells may be associated to the development of atopy and excessive 

IgE-related pathology. Lastly, I will discuss limitations or flaws in our studies, together with the 

many future research avenues that our data have unveiled. 
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2. Are CD25+ TF cells Tregs? 

This thesis describes a unique human follicular T cell subset, characterized by selective 

production of IL-10. Several lines of evidence indicate this subset to be functionally related to 

FOXP3-expressing Tregs. First, our transcriptomic and proteomic characterization of CD25+ TF 

cells has revealed that they closely resemble mouse TFR cells, except for the absence of FOXP3 

expression. A CD25- regulatory population that also lacks FOXP3 expression and produces IL-

10 has been previously described. These cells regulate B cell responses and, when dysregulated, 

are associated with autoimmune diseases (Facciotti et al., 2016). One could argue that these cells 

may be Tr1 cells, which are known to express abundant IL-10 in the absence of FOXP3, that gain 

access to the GC compartment in humans. However, based on the lack of LAG3 and CD49b 

expression in CD25+ TF cells, which was shown to identify Tr1 cells in mice and humans, they do 

not appear to be bona fide Tr1 cells. (Gagliani et al, Nat. Medicine, 2013). At face value we do 

not dismiss this possibility, but we can nonetheless propose that CD25+ TF cells display a 

distinctive phenotype and localization not described by Roncarolo et al, but akin to follicular 

regulatory T cells.  

 

Second, human CD25+ TF cell resemble Treg cells in the two most important aspect of Treg 

phenotype: high CTLA4 expression in combination with low IL-2 (Yamaguchi et al., 2013). 

Besides high CTLA4 expression, CD25+ TF cells express only low-level IL-2. These observations 

are consistent with previous evidence that T cells engineered to express CTLA4 and not IL-2 

adopt full Treg-like activity even in the absence of FOXP3 (Yamaguchi et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

we were able to show that CD25+ TF cells were able to exert suppression of T cell proliferation in 

the same manner and to the same extent as Tregs. This on its own is the gold standard assay that 

identifies Tregs in humans, and thus supports the notion that CD25+ TF cells are regulatory T cells.  

 

We found that human CD25+ TF cells induced plasma cell differentiation, despite the evidence 

of regulatory activity on T cell proliferation and TFH cell function, and their similarity in 
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phenotype to mouse TFR cells that effectively repress B cell differentiation (Sage et al., 2016, 

Maceiras et al., 2017, Botta et al., 2017). One obvious difference between mouse (FOXP3+) TFR 

cells and the human tonsillar FOXP3- CD25+ TF cells described here is the production of IL-21 

by the latter but not the former. IL-21 is known to promote plasma cell differentiation in mice 

(Ozaki et al., 2002) and humans (Ettinger et al., 2005), so it is possible that this cytokine is 

contributing to plasma cell differentiation, potentially in conjunction with CD25+ TF cell-derived 

IL-10.  

 

Although we could not see effects of IL-10R blockade on plasma cell differentiation in seven 

day cultures (data not shown), it is possible that the conditions were not optimal for durable 

blockade in these assays. Interestingly, unlike in mice in which IL-21 inhibits IgE formation 

(Ozaki et al., 2002), IL-21 is a potent inducer of IgE in human CD40L-stimulated B cells 

(Berglund et al., 2013). Thus, there appears to be dissociation between the effects of CD25+ TF 

cells on plasma cell formation, possibly conferred by IL-21 with or without contribution of IL-

10, and CSR conferred by IL-10.  In aggregate, CD25+ TF cells emerge as a unique regulatory cell 

that controls switching independently of B cell differentiation.   

 

3. IL-10-mediated conversion of TFH to TFR cells  

We found a role for IL-10 in boosting Treg conversion of TFH cells, as addition of exogenous 

IL-10 to TFH cells in combination with TGF-b and IL-2 enhanced their FOXP3 expression. This 

conclusion may seem overall puzzling at first. Seeing that we have demonstrated that the CD25+ 

TF cell population produces generous amounts of IL-10, it would be logical to assume that there 

would be a significant FOXP3+ population in the CXCR5hiPD1hi compartment. This is not the 

case given that we only see a minority of cells that express FOXP3 in this gate. One possible 

explanation may relate to the pro-inflammatory milieu within tonsillar tissue. Indeed, given the 

observation that IL-10 alone (in the absence of TGF-b) was not sufficient to induce FOXP3 

expression on its own, we suggest that IL-10 may influence Treg conversion in pro-tolerogenic 
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environments where TGF-b is readily available. Such environment is unlikely in tonsil tissue, due 

to its chronic inflammatory nature, and thus may help explain why FOXP3 expression is scarce.  

 

Whilst we did not explore how IL-10 regulates these events, one possibility could be nuclear 

translocation of FOXO1 as a result of IL-10 signaling, as this has already been documented in B 

cells (Laidlaw et al., 2017). FOXO1 is a transcription factor that has been shown to directly up 

regulate Foxp3 (Kerdiles et al., 2010, Harada et al., 2010, Ouyang et al., 2010), and over 300 

other genes important for Treg biology that are not under the control of FOXP3. Amongst these 

genes, CTLA4 appears to be a direct target of FOXO1, and selective ablation on FOXO1 in CD4+ 

T cells severely reduced global CTLA4 expression in CD4+ T cells. Therefore, it is conceivable 

that IL-10 signaling may also act on CD25+ TF cells themselves, and it may endow them 

regulatory properties via activation of the FOXO1 transcriptional network. Given that we found 

abundant amounts of FOXO1 mRNA in all follicular T cell subsets in our RNA-seq data set, this 

idea may not far-fetched and should be pursued further.  

 

4. Ontogeny of CD25+ TF cells 

In an attempt to explore parallels between human CD25+ CD25+ TF cells and tTregs in terms 

of ontogeny, we assessed the methylation status of the CNS2 region of the FOXP3 promoter. De-

methylation of this region is essential for stable and durable expression of FOXP3, and is often 

used as the best marker for Tregs of thymic origin. Absence of de-methylation in the FOXP3 CNS2 

promoter, together with low HELIOS expression, suggests that CD25+ TF cells do not have a 

thymic origin and have been instead induced in the periphery, arising from conventional naïve 

CD4+ T cells or from TFH cells themselves. The latter is plausible given that ICOS stimulation has 

been shown to selectively induce IL-10 expression from human CD4+ T cells (Hutloff et al., 

1999), and that TFH cells express high amounts of ICOS (Choi et al., 2011).  

 

A methylated CNS2 in CD25+ TF cells is not surprising, given that these cells barely express 

FOXP3 and that CNS2 controls the stability of FOXP3 expression in a CpG demethylation-
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dependent manner (Zheng et al., Nature. 2010). It is not clear whether human CD25+ TF cells 

express FOXP3 at some point and lose the expression due to instability at the FOXP3 locus, or 

whether they are never able to express FOXP3 due to the methylated status of CNS2. Given that, 

to date, there is no reporter system that allows us to track FOXP3 cells in humans, we are unable 

to provide an answer to this important question.  

 

HELIOS has also been suggested to identify thymic-derived T regulatory cells in mice and 

humans (Thornton et al., 2010). However, concerns for using HELIOS as a marker for tTregs in 

both mice and humans have been raised (Himmel et al., 2013, Gottschalk et al., 2012), given that 

HELIOS could also be detected in induced Tregs depending on experimental conditions (Himmel 

et al., 2013). Collectively, the evidence presented in this thesis is suggestive but insufficient to 

draw the conclusion that these cells have a peripheral rather than thymic origin. We thus present 

this notion as a possibility rather than a conclusion, and we appreciate that at present we cannot 

definitely determine whether CD25+ TF cells become regulatory cells in the thymus or the 

periphery. 

 

5. CD25+ TF -mediated regulation of IgE  

The origin and regulation of antigen-induced IgE is one of the holy grails in immunology and 

a very significant clinical problem: excess in high affinity IgE is at the root of the allergy 

epidemic. The dogma still stands that TH2 cells are the essential helper T cells for IgE responses, 

however recent evidence has demonstrated that that TFH cells play a crucial role in IgE responses 

(Kobayashi et al., 2017, Kobayashi et al., 2016, Ballesteros-Tato et al., 2016b). Furthermore, it is 

thought that IgE+ B cells do not make it out of germinal center due to B cell-intrinsic defects 

downstream of the IgE BCR (He et al., 2013a, Yang et al., 2016), or FAS-mediated death (Butt 

et al., 2015). However, whether B-extrinsic mechanisms operate to control IgE responses, such 

as the action of T follicular regulatory cells, remains to be explored in the literature. 
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In this thesis we show that human CD25+ CD25+ TF cells exert suppressive effects on total T 

cell and TFH cell proliferation, TFH function, and B cell CSR. While they appear to reduce overall 

IgG and IgE responses, we show that they exert a specific repression of eGLT induction, which 

results in a disproportionate effect on IgE. The effect on IgE switching appears to be mediated by 

IL-10-mediated inhibition of CSR to IgE, which appears to modulate IgE more than IgG. Indeed, 

CD25+ TF cells reduce eGLT production in TFH:B cell co-cultures, and this effect is rescued by 

IL-10 blockade. Interestingly, IL-10 appears to act very early, within 25 hours of naïve 

(unswitched) B cell activation, to inhibit CSR from IμM to  IεE . Our experimental system shows 

this effect is a direct consequence of limiting direct CSR to IgE, rather than on inhibiting gGLTs 

production and subsequent sequential switching.  

 

These experiments were carried out sorting naïve B cells. Whether memory IgG+ B cells are 

equally susceptible to this repression remains to be elucidated. Similarly, it is still unclear whether 

mouse TFR cells predominantly target naïve or GC B cells in vivo. TFH cells have been suggested 

to influence B cells at both maturation stages either at T:B borders or within GCs, so it is likely 

CD25+ TF cells can also exert regulatory effects at different locations and stages of the immune 

response. 

 

Our experiments indicate that human tonsil CD25+ TF cells exert a similar function to their 

murine TFR cells, despite the absence of FOXP3 expression. Rare human immune deficiencies 

arising from monogenic defects has previously provided evidence that Tregs regulate IgE 

production in humans (Liston et al., 2008). Given that we observed high expression of CTLA4 in 

CD25+ TF cells, the data presented here help account for aspects of the phenotype in the recently 

characterized autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome that arises from CTLA4 

haploinsufficiency. Hypogammaglobulinaemia is observed in 50-70% of cases, and in a small 

number of cases, high IgE in the face of IgG deficiency (Kuehn et al., 2014, Schubert et al., 2014). 

This phenomenon reveals that the antibody phenotype of a global reduction in CTLA4 is variable. 

Thus, our data predict both of these phenotypes, but their incomplete penetrance suggests that the 

regulation of these events is dynamic. Since CD25+ TF cells appear the most abundant regulatory 
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population within tonsil GC T cells (defined by their CXCR5hi PD-1hi phenotype), and express 

the highest levels of CTLA4, these cells are likely to regulate Ig production within GC. Given the 

crucial function of GCs for production of high-affinity Ig, it is conceivable that dynamic 

regulation of B cell selection by a subset of regulatory GC T cells (CD25+ TF cells) might be more 

adaptive than regulation by Tregs, whose abundance is independent of each GC.  

 

Our data suggests that CD25+ TF cells limit B cell differentiation at least by dampening TFH 

cell-mediated selection. Indeed, our data revealed that CD25+ TF cells directly downregulate 

CD40L, IL-21 and BCL6 on TFH cells. An intriguing question is why the effects appear to be 

more pronounced for IgE compared to IgG production. Apart from the action of IL-10 on 

repression of eGLT, a possible answer is that IgE+ B cells, particularly IgE+ GC B cells, are 

already at a survival disadvantage due to the different mechanisms operating B cell-intrinsically, 

including their lower BCR expression and signaling (Yang et al., 2012, He et al., 2013a). Lower 

BCR density would decrease presentation of antigen to T cells, which together with lowered 

BCR-mediated survival signals would make IgE+ germinal center B cells more dependent on TFH 

cell help. If TFH cell help is dampened due to CD25+ TF cell-induced downregulation of CD40L, 

IL-21 and BCL6, IgE+ cells may suffer disproportionally.  

 

Indeed, our in silico model supports this prediction and revealed that diminished T cell help 

leads IgE+ B cells to experience a selective disadvantage compared to B cells bearing other 

isotypes. As such, this model supports a role for CD25+ TF cells in limiting selection of IgE+ B 

cells, given that we showed CD25+ TF cells to repress TFH cell helping molecules (Miyake et al., 

2017, Nakayama et al., 2011). Our results from this model suggest that facilitation of TFH-cell 

help to B cells favors IgE+ B cells, which are weak competitors. Modeling the effect of CD25+ TF 

-mediated dampening of TFH cell help in the GC enables us to incorporate variables that we cannot 

control in our cultures, such as the reported lower B cell receptor expression of IgE-expressing 

germinal center B cells, which is true in mouse and humans (Yang et al., 2016). The model used 

in this thesis is well respected across the germinal center community, has been used by many 

groups worldwide (Victora, Nussenzweig, Toellner, Curotto De Lafaille) and has been able to 
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faithfully predict and confirm the latest advances in GC B cell selection, including modeling the 

effects of lowered BCR expression and sensitivity to the light zone chemokine CXCL13 of GC 

IgE+ cells (Erazo et al., 2007). The trend that diminished TFH cell help availability selectively 

affects IgE+ B cells has been observed across 100 simulations, all of which highlight a selective 

increase in IgE output in the absence of CD25+ TF cells. Additionally, the hypothesis that IgE+ 

GCB cells require stronger T cell help has been experimentally confirmed by Chris Allen’s group 

(Yang et al., 2016), as they observed IgE+ GCB cells to experience reduced antigen presentation 

and to undergo excessively long cell cycles.  

 

We can easily hypothesize on how CD25+ TF cells may have evolved as a regulatory subset 

separate from the classical Treg or TFR cell lineages. Thymus-derived Tregs that stably express 

FOXP3 are selected on the basis of their ability to recognize self-antigen in the thymus (Hsieh et 

al., 2012). Tregs give rise to TFR cells in immunized mice (Linterman et al., 2011, Wollenberg et 

al., 2011a, Chung et al., 2011, Aloulou et al., 2016, Sage et al., 2014b, Wing et al., 2014), thus 

making them effective suppressors of responses against self. Indeed, ablation of TFR cells in vivo 

leads to autoantibody-mediated pathology (Botta et al., 2017, Fu et al., 2018). By contrast, the 

CD25+ TF cells described in this study that lack FOXP3 expression do not appear to be thymus-

derived. They are abundant in tonsils, which are exposed to oral and inhaled antigens, thus making 

them particularly good candidates to suppress responses to harmless foreign antigens (Aloulou et 

al., 2016). If CD25+ TF cells develop in response to the same antigens as TFH cells, they may serve 

as a natural homeostatic mechanism to curtail TFH cell responses; comparable IL-10-producing 

FOXP3- repressive populations have been shown to arise for TH2 and TH1 lineages (Altin et al., 

2012, Jankovic et al., 2007, Josefowicz et al., 2012a). In other words, human CD25+ TF cells 

might arise as part of the same immune response that generated the TFH cells and GCs, and as an 

adaptation to curtail the GC and reduce the risk of developing IgE-mediated diseases.  

 

There is evidence that TFR cells can be induced against both self and foreign antigens (Aloulou 

et al., 2016), but it remains unclear whether self- or innocuous environmental antigens such as 

allergens are more conducive to TFR cell development. Indeed, it remains unclear why some 
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exogenous antigens are particularly allergenic. Based on our findings we predict that pathogens 

might be less effective at inducing CD25+ TF cell formation. Thus, predilection to allergy might 

be influenced by the nature of the GC response, which explains why most allergens are not derived 

from pathogens (Hsieh et al., 2006). The corollary from our work suggests that defective 

regulation of CD25+ TF cell homeostasis or function could underpin susceptibility to atopy. 

Should this be the case, it would open up new avenues for manipulating immunity to reduce the 

risk of allergy. 
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6. Limitations 

This thesis describes a novel type of follicular T cells in humans, characterized by expression 

of IL-10, and explores its regulatory properties in the context of repression of IgE responses. 

Whilst the data generated collectively suggest that 1) CD25+ TF closely resemble TFR cells, and 2) 

CD25+ TF cells are as regulators of IgE production, there a number of technical, experimental and 

conceptual limitations that must be taken into consideration. 

 

Our data does not exclude the possibility that CD25+ TF -mediated dampening of TFH cell help 

occurs through diminishing B cell co-stimulation ability. It is indeed possible that CD25+ TF cell-

expressed CTLA4 causes transendocytosis of B cell-expressed CD80 and CD86 (Qureshi et al., 

2011) impairing TFH activation and provision of help. Indeed, Tregs have been reported to limit Ig 

responses in mice through CTLA4 (Sage et al., 2014b, Wing et al., 2014). The only caveat with 

this scenario is that unlike mouse TFH cells that express low amount of CTLA4, most CTLA4 

expression being restricted to TFR cells in mouse GCs, human GC TFH cells express abundant 

CTLA4. Given that TFH cells are potent inducers of Ig responses in co-cultures with human B 

cells, it is unlikely that CTLA4 is the major or only mechanism of repression.  

 

We also speculated that FASL expression by CD25+ TF cells might have provided plausible 

mechanisms of IgE repression. Nevertheless, we could not find evidence to support either mode 

of regulation, as FASL was not expressed by CD25+ TF cells. It is however possible that FASL is 

expressed very transiently during CD25+ TF:B cell interactions, and this transient expression was 

not captured in our assays.  

 

CD25+ TF cells may also exert direct actions on B cells through alternative mechanisms. 

Unfortunately, our experimental systems are not easily amenable to test the direct effects of 

CD25+ TF cells on B cells in the absence of TFH cells in the cultures, given that TFH cells are 

necessary to keep B cells alive in these assays.  
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We observed a reduction in epsilon CSR mediated by CD25+ TF cells, which could be partly 

explained by IL-10 signaling. We were able to draw our conclusions by measuring early 

transcription events that precede CSR. In essence, by showing attenuation of C-epsilon 

transcription we conclude that CD25+ TF cells inhibit IgE class switching. Whilst this method is 

the gold-standard technique to measure CSR events by many researchers, germline Cepsilon 

transcription is an early event that is necessary but not sufficient to define IgM-to-IgE CSR. Once 

complete, this process further involves the formation of class switch Iepsilon-Cmu transcripts. 

Quantification of these would strengthen our claim that CD25+ TF cells repress switching to IgE 

but are technically challenging in primary human B cell cultures. This is because only a small 

amount of B cells are switching in these cultures, and CSR is not synchronized (synchronization 

can easily be achieved when using cell lines or BCR transgenic or knock-in mice).  

 

In humans, IL-10 and IL-21 are powerful plasma cell-inducing factors, and thus whether 

CD25+ TF cells induce plasma cell differentiation of tonsillar germinal center B cells more 

effectively than TFH cells still remains to be elucidated. We have generated informative data 

obtained from memory B cells as shown in Figure 15, but the regulation of memory B cells may 

be quite different from that of germinal center B cells. Compared to memory B cells, germinal 

center B cells may need different CD40L signals to generate plasma cells. Indeed, it has been 

shown that GC B cells, unlike any other B cell subsets, are able to dissociate signals derived from 

BCR and CD40 signaling (Luo et al., 2018).  Our attempt to ascertain whether CD25+ TF cells 

induce a more robust plasma cell differentiation of germinal center B cells produced inconsistent 

results. The difficulty to carry out this experiment comes from the highly apoptotic nature of GCB 

cells together with the need to culture B cells for at least four days to obtain measurable plasma 

cell differentiation. Indeed, it has been recently documented that the half-life of the entire GCB 

cell pool in vivo is as little as 6 hours (Mayer and Gazumyan, 2017). In my preliminary 

experiments only less than 10 percent of GCB cells were able to survive for so long in culture, 

and the observed plasma cells could originate from small contaminating B cells from other non-

GC B cell populations in our sorting preparation, such as naïve or memory B cells.  As a result, 

at present we cannot provide an answer to this question with the available tools.  
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IgE-expressing GC B cells have been reported to be highly prone to apoptosis, which may 

explain their transient presence in the GC. In the early stages of this thesis I strived to characterize 

IgE+ GCB cells by flow cytometry. However, after screening virtually all available commercial 

antibodies for human surface IgE, we were unsuccessful in detecting IgE+ GC B cells ex-vivo in 

human tonsils. As such, we have been unsuccessful at answering important questions pertaining 

to CD25+ TF cell-mediated regulation of IgE, such as whether CD25+ TF -derived IL-10 induces 

death of IgE class-switched GC B cells. 

 

Correlation analyses between serum IgE and the frequency of human CD25+ TF cells revealed 

these variables to be inversely proportional. Those tonsil donors with the highest frequencies of 

CD25+ TF cells exhibited the lowest IgE titers, thus strengthening the notion of CD25+ TF cells as 

regulators of IgE output.  Whilst correlation studies are informative, we should be cautions and 

avoid overinterpreting these results. Indeed, correlation does not prove causation, and the pattern 

observed in our analyses could be attributed to some other variable not accounted for.   

Additionally, we could not obtain clinical history regarding helminth or parasitic infections in 

children whose tonsils we used for our experiment. This would have been very informative, given 

that these infections are known to produce protective IgE responses, and thus associations of total 

IgE to CD25+ TF frequencies could be due to these types of infections rather than a predisposition 

to atopy and other IgE-related diseases. Nevertheless, our correlation analyses in the context of a 

demonstrated IgE suppression in our culture experiments provides an overall reinforcement for a 

role for CD25+ TF cells in the repression of IgE. 

 

Throughout this thesis we have shown descriptive comparisons between follicular 

CD25+Foxp3- (CD25+ TF) cells along with CD25+Foxp3+ T cells in and around the GCs in tonsils. 

The GC CD25+Foxp3+ cells (TFR) should have served as reference when assessing the 

suppressive/regulatory functions of CD25+ TF cells in our functional experiments. Unfortunately, 

to date, it is impossible to sort FOXP3+ T cells in humans, as live intracellular staining is 

impracticable and there are no fluorescent reporter gene tools available in humans.  
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Lastly, all of the experiments conducted in this thesis are in vitro studies. It is important to 

keep in mind that in vitro experiments may not always reflect in vivo conditions, as certain 

molecular and/or cellular components, as well as physical compartmentalization, may not be 

present in culture. Further, our co-culture experiments were performed using SEB as a T cell 

activator. SEB is a superantigen that promotes non-specific interactions between antigen 

presenting cells (APCs) and T cells. This results in a T cell polyclonal response and exaggerated 

cytokine release - causing toxic shock or chronic inflammation (Fraser and Proft, 2008). As such, 

differences in plasma cell differentiation or Ig secretion in our culture systems may not truly 

reflect output during a physiological antibody response, and the reported differences in our 

experimental settings could be a product of overactivated T cells sending aberrant differentiation 

signals to GC B cells in an uncontrolled manner. 

 

7. Future directions 

• Several lines of evidence have indicated that very different outcomes follow upon co-

stimulation of CD4+ T cells with CD28 vs ICOS. Whereas stimulation with the former 

produces high amounts of IL-2, which in turn diminishes TFH cell differentiation 

(Ballesteros-Tato et al., 2012), the latter has been long known to produce IL-10 (Witsch 

et al., 2002, Hutloff et al., 1999). It would be interesting to stimulate TFH cells with an 

ICOS agonist, and assess whether they convert into CD25+ TF cells. This hypothesis 

would fit in a model where continuous ICOS signaling in TFH cells leads to their 

conversion into suppressor T cells, able to dampen by-stander T cell activity and 

pathogenic antibody isotypes, as well as a mechanism to resolve the GC reaction. 

• We recognize that our CD25+ TF cell gate is comprised of a heterogeneous cell 

population.  Performing single cell RNA sequencing would provide a transcriptomic 

snapshot with such high resolution that would help resolve this heterogeneity. This 
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experiment could also lead to the discovery of additional T follicular cell subsets, which 

would aid in our understanding of TFH cell and germinal center biology. 

• Both murine TFH and TFR cells produce IL-10. It would be important to explore whether 

this CD25+ TF cells exist in mice, and perhaps in order to mimic a tonsillar environment 

we could make use of mouse models of oral tolerance (Mucida et al., 2005). Harvesting 

the mesenteric lymph nodes in these animals and performing an IL-10 capture would help 

us identify this cell subset. Subsequent investigations into their ontogeny, differentiation 

cues and mechanisms of suppression would allow us to gain a deeper understanding than 

what we were able to generate from our human in vitro studies. Additionally, fate 

mapping analysis using an IL-10cre:Rosa26mT/mG dual reporter system would allow us to 

ascertain whether these cells ever expressed Foxp3 at any stage in their life time. 

• In humans, IL-10 has been reported to cooperate with IL-4 in inducing B cell expression 

of IgG4 (Jeannin et al., 1998), a poorly understood antibody class whose production 

correlates with allergy desensitization and tolerance (Platts-Mills et al., 2001). It would 

be interesting to assess whether CD25+ TF cells induce IgG4 class switching and 

production, in addition to inhibiting IgE. This function would be consistent with the pro-

tolerogenic role of CD25+ TF cells that has been proposed in this thesis. 

• We found a role for IL-10 to boost Treg conversion of TFH cells, as addition of exogenous 

IL-10 to TFH cells enhanced their FOXP3 expression. Whilst we did not explore how IL-

10 regulates these events, one possibility could be nuclear translocation of FOXO1 as a 

result of IL-10 signaling, as this has already been documented in B cells (Laidlaw et al., 

2017). FOXO1 is a transcription factor that has been shown to directly upregulate Foxp3 

in mice (Kerdiles et al., 2010, Harada et al., 2010, Ouyang et al., 2010), as well as more 

than 300 other Treg-related genes that are not under the control of Foxp3 (Ouyang et al., 

2012). Amongst these genes, CTLA4 appears to be a direct target of FOXO1, and 

selective ablation on FOXO1 in CD4+ T cells severely reduced global CTLA4 expression 

in CD4+ T cells (Kerdiles et al., 2010). Therefore, it is conceivable that IL-10 signaling 

acts on CD25+ TF cells themselves, and endows regulatory properties via activation of the 
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FOXO1 transcriptional network. Given that we found very generous amounts of FOXO1 

mRNA in all follicular T cell subsets in our RNA-seq data set, this hypothesis is not far-

fetched and thus should be pursued further.  

• Performing correlation analyses between allergen-specific IgE and CD25+ TF cell 

frequencies in our serum/tonsil matched cohort will be performed. This experiment 

would further enhance the pro-tolerogenic role of CD25+ TF cells proposed in this thesis 

in the context of allergy.  
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8. Concluding remarks 

The mechanisms that control germinal center antibody output are of critical interest, given 

that aberrant B cell selection in GCs could lead to life-threatening autoimmune and allergic 

diseases. In this thesis we have uncovered a novel human follicular T cell subset that expresses 

abundant IL-10. By using flow cytometry protein profiling and a series of transcript detection and 

quantification techniques we showed that CD25+ TF cells closely resemble TFR cells and Tregs. A 

number of co-culture experiments, together with correlation analyses between tonsil and serum 

tissues, revealed that T cell-derived IL-10 in the GC is key to limit switching to IgE and IgE 

production. By demonstrating how CD25+ TF cells controls pathogenic antibody responses, we 

hope our data contributes to the field that strives to understand the complex and fascinating 

regulation of the GC reaction.   

 

The corollary from our work is that defective regulation of CD25+ TF cell homeostasis or 

function is likely to underpin susceptibility to allergic diseases and other IgE-mediated conditions. 

Our findings may pose important clinical implications, as they provide a rationale for the use of 

biological therapies that boost CD25+ TF cell development or function in these scenarios. 

Alternatively, therapeutic strategies aimed at lowering TFH cell numbers or function may be useful 

in cases of severe IgE-mediated disease, such as anaphylaxis. Lastly, we hope that this thesis may 

help us appreciate the importance of conducting human in vitro studies, despite being far more 

challenging due to limited resources and technical limitations. 
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